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WELCOME!
WELCOME TO THE TWENTY-SECOND
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL PINOT NOIR
CElEBRATION

We invite you to share in a luxurious
weekend of international camaraderie,
world -class wine, exquisite cuisine , and
conviviality, where winemakers and wine
lovers from around the world gather to
celebrate an elusive and wonderful gift
of nature -Pinot Noir.
One of the world 's oldest known grape
varieties, Pinot Noi r is reve red for it's
unique ability to produce wines that
embody bot h stre ngth and delicacy.
There are only a few regions in the world
where it can be grown successfully, and
the climates and soils of these regions
are as distinctive as the winemakers
themselves. Pinot Noir reflects these
differences, as well as the common
threads of care and dedication required
to transform this capricious grape into
fine wine.
Pinot Noir has enjoyed much success
since the first International Pinot Noir
Celebration was launched 22 years
ago. The number of regions growing
Pinot Noir and the number of excellent
Pinot Noir producers worldwide have
grown apace with the increase in overall
quality and public appreciation of
Pinot Noir wines. This shared affection
has continued to inspire our annual
Celebration, where winemakers from
four continents and both hemispheres
pour their wines for you to explore and
enjoy.
This year we gather together once
again in the spirit of frendship and the
common pursuit of Pinot Noir in all its
grand diversity.

GENERAL
I NFORMATION
IPNC CONCIERGE DESK AND GIFT SHOP
Guest messages, lo st and found items, and organic lo go
retail wear, such as t-shirts and Riedel glassware , can be
found at th e IPNC Gift Shop & Concierge, located in Ril ey
Hall (#2) . To reach the Gift Shop & Concierge, please call
50 3/ 8 83 - 2791.
HOURS : .

Thursday: 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 8: 00 p.m .
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. -7 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.*
* relo cated to Oak Grove from 2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
COMPLIMENTARY SHUTTlE SERVICE
A shuttle to off-campus lodging will depart Linfield at
posted tim es throughout the weekend . Th e schedule will
be posted on the sid ewalk in front of Dillin Hall (#3 3), and
at the con cierge desk in Riley Hall (#2) . You will also find a
copy in your registration packet.
ROOM KEYS FOR CAMPUS LODGING
You will be able t o pic k up you r room keys during
regi stration. At t he end of the weekend, please return
your keys to the drop boxes in Dillin Hall (#33 ,) or to the
Conferen ces offic e in Cozine Hall (#18) . Do not leave your
keys in yqur room . Linfield will charge you for lost keys.

TELEPHONES
Phones are located in Dillin Hall (#33) , Ril ey Hall at th e Gift
Shop (#2), and the Health & Human Performan ce building
(#48) . All campu s phones require a calling card for long
distance calls. Pl ease press "9" to dial out, and be sure to
include t he area cod e for local calls.
BUILDING NUMBERS
Refer to th e Linfield map in the centerfold of this program .
INTERNET
Refer to the instructions included in your regi stration
packet. WiFi is available in Riley Hall (#2) .
RESTROOMS
Located in Dillin Hall(#33), Ril ey Hall (#2), Walker Hall(#3),
and Melrose Hall (#1).
SMOKING
Linfield is a smoke -free campus . Thank you for not smoking.

Thank you for the pleasure ofyour company
at the Twenty-Second Annual
International Pinot Noir Celebration.
Save the date! The Twenty-Third Annual
International Pinot Noir Celebration will be
held at Linfield College, July 24-26, 2009.
REGISTER NOW ONLINE!
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GUEST SPEAKERS

GUEST SPEAKERS

TED CASTEEl

FREDERIC LAFARGE

Ted Casteel, co-founder, co -owne r, and vineyard manage r
of Bethel Heights Vineyard has been growing grapes in
Oregon for th e past 30 years . He developed the original
50-acre Bet he l Heights esta te vi neyard in the late 1970s,
and those 30 -year-old, own -rooted vi nes still provid e the
back bone of the Pinot Noi r production at Beth el Heights .
Ted's comm itment to conti nual improvement of wine quality
made him an early adopte r of the rigoro us crop control and
intensive canopy management practices that have become
in dustry standards over the years . From the beginning, Ted
has remained co mmitted to mainta ining biological diversity
and ecological balance on the who le farm, minim izing the
use of "off-farm" inputs suc h as fungicides, synthetic
fertilizers, herbi cides, and diesel. Trying to figure out how
to make these principles work on the ground, wit hout
comprom ising the quality of th e f ru it, was the impetus
behind Ted's leadersh ip in the foundati on of L.I.V.E. in 1997.

Frederic lafarge, and his father Michel, are probably the most
famou s father-and-son team working in Burgundy today. They
work togeth er to redefine and convey the t raditions of past
generations. The lafarges have approximately 10 hectares
of vines in the famed vi llage of Volnay. Michel and Frederic
be lieve that the initial sele ction of plant material is one of the
most important decisions a vigneron makes. The vines are
mature, very little new oak is used, and the wines are handled
as seldom as possible, with only a couple of rackings, a ligh t
fi ning, and rarely any filtration. The lafarge domaine is run
very much by instinct and with respect for the terroir, with no
sense of imposition , and wit h biodynamic techniques .

M ICHAEl DHILLON
While studying economic s at Monash University, Michael
Dhillon found his calling in wine. Rat her than studyin g fo r
his technical win emaking degre e, he became a
traveling ce llar rat. This pil grimage through the world of
small winema king, great cellars, and gran d old bottles
provided a ph ilosop hical foundation. Dhillon helped his
father Bill pla nt the origin al family vineyard in 1988. The
focus on farming methods that promote diversi ty and
balance, in cluding t he in creased use of bi odynamic
practices, is unsu rprising. The Bindi vineyards, at
approxi mately 500 meters in elevati on, are locat ed on gen
t le north- facing slopes. Dhill on embraces a way of thi nkin g
that goes away from the main stream and toward a desire to
capture the posit ive natu ral fo rce s of the earth. He
believes stro ngly in natural wines showing perfume,
harmony, and elegance.

NIGEl GREENING
Felton Road was bought by Nigel Greening in 2000, and
has been farmed in creasingly organically since 2002.
Felton Road's grapes are entirely grown in their own "Elms
Bannockburn Vineyard," which has a northe rly exposu re to
he lp maxi mize ripe ness. Nigel has been fail ing miserably in
getting a suitable am ount of tim e in fishing of late. A legend
in his own lu nc hti me, he is aiming to break the world record
fo r nu mbers of Rotary Clubs addressed in a single week. His
main am bition is to be at his son Hamish (age 6) at chess.

NICK HElFRICH
Nicholas Helfrich currently works for highly acclaimed ch ef
Traci Des jardins at Jardiniere in San Fran cisco. Along with
acting as the Assistant General Manager for the restaurant,
Nicholas al so runs th e bar pro gram and serve s as a Som
melier under Win e Director Eugen io j ard im. Prior to moving
to San Francisc o, Nicholas worked for Kimberly and Vi taly
Paley at Paley's Place in Portlan d. Before gettin g into food
an d wine, he atte nded Macalester College in St. Pau l,
Minnesota, where he stu died theatre wit h an emphasis on
directing. This trai nin g has served him well as it relates
to the performance aspect of the re st au rant business.
Nicholas is a Certified Sommelier by the Court of Master
Sommeliers.
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DOMINIQUE LAFON

.

Unquestionably the pre-eminent producer in Meursault,
Dominique lafon, of the legendary estate Domaine des
Co mtes lafon, is one of Burgundy's most progressive, forward 
thinki ng, and venerable personalities. Dominique has been
instrumental in implementing major viticultural changes in
Burgundy, favoring biodynamic and organic farming as a
means of producing the highest quality win es while being
respectful of the environment. His wines, when you are
lucky enough to find them, are truly transcendent, extracting
exceptional qu alities fro m the prestigious vineya rds under his
stewa rdship.

TED LEMON
Ted lemon began his career by studying oenology at t he
Unive rsite de Bourgogne . He apprenticed at several famous
estates in Burgundy: Domaines Dujac, De Villaine, Roumier,
Paren t, and Bruno Clair. He was the first American ever
hired as a winemaker and vin eyard manager of a
Burgun dian estate, Domaine Guy Rou lot in Meursa ult.
littorai's philosophy of grape growing is inspired by Ted 's
years in France and is based upon the concept of terroir.
All of the si tes in the littorai vineyard portfolio have been
carefully selected by Ted. He has been a leader in th e
implementatio n of sustainable farming practices in his own
vin eyards and region. He is now consu lting on a project
with Bu rn Cottage Vineyard in Ce ntral Otago, a neighbor of
Felton Road.

JASPER MORRIS
jaspe r Morris has been a Master of Wine since 1985. He
fou nd ed the highly re spected Morris & Verdin ltd. ,
specia lizing in imported wines from Burgundy, California,
and Oregon int o the Un ite d Kingdom . j asper wri tes for
numero us wine publications and offers his expert wine
knowledge in seminars around the world . When Berry
Brothers & Rudd acquired hi s company in 2003, Jasper was
appointed to the prominent position of Buying Dire ctor. He
is currently finishi ng a much-anticipted book on Bu rgundy.

AN DREA ROBINSON
With eight books, two television programs, and several wine
colum ns to her cred it, energetic wine educato r and Master
Somm elier Andrea Robinson wi ll be your Master of
Ceremonies. An drea's down -t o-earth and enth usiastic
perspective on wine has hel ped demystify the subject for
hundreds of wine lovers across the globe. Despite her
encyclopedic knowledge of wine, Andrea's immense
popularity can be traced to her ability to make wine less
intimidating and more approachable.
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THURSDAY, JULY 24

THURSDAY, JULY 24
3 : 00 - 6: 00

p. m.

on the patio of Riley Hall

(#2)

REG ISTRATION

3:00 · 6:00 p.m.
on the patio of Riley Hall (#2)

REGISTRATION

FRIDAY, JULY 25

FRIDAY, JULY 25

7:30 - 8 :30

a.m.

on the patio of Riley Hall

(#2)

a.m.
on the patio of Riley Ha ll (#2)

RE GISTRAT ION

7:30 - 9 : 00 a.m.
on the patio of Riley Hall (#2)

CONTINENTAL BREAK FAST

a.m.

OPE NING CEREM ONIE S

REG I STRATI ON

7:30 - 8 :30

7:30 - 9 : 00 a.m.
on the patio of Riley Hall (#2)

CO NTINENTAL BREAKFAST

OPENING CEREMONIES

8:30 - 9:00

Commence ment Green

8 :30 - 9 : 00

Commencement Green

(#62)

9: 00 a.m . . 3:00 p.m.
board the buses at the Memorial Fountain
Lawn (#)4) promptly at 9:00 a.m.

VIN EYAR D TOU R & LUNCH

a.m.

(#62)

SUSTAINABILI TY WI THOU T SACRIFICE SEMIN AR
9:30 - 11:30

Dillin Hall

3 : 00 - 5 : 00 p.m .
for locations, please refer to individual
activity in the Event Descriptions (p. 8 - 10)

ALFRESC O LU NCH

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

a .m.

(#33)

noo n - 2:0 0 p.m.
Oa k Grove (#63)

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
for locations, please refer to individual
activity in the Event Descriptions (p. 8 - 10)
AFTERNO ON ACT IVITI ES

6 : 00 - 8 : 00

p.m.

on t he patio of Murdock Hall

(#6)

ALFRESCO TASTING

I

THE GRAND DINNER

8 : 00' 11:00

on the Intramu ral Field

LU
...J

:J
C

p.m.

(#64)

SATURDAY, JULY 26
7 :30 - 9:00 a.m.
on t he patio of Riley Hall (#2)

CONTINENTAL BREAKFAS T

SUSTAINABILITY WITHOUT SACRI FICE SEMINAR

a.m.
Dillin Hall (#)3)

9:30 - 11:30

noon - 2:00 p.m .
Intramural Field (#64)

ALF RESCO LUNCH

LU

J:
U

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
for locations, please refer to individual
activity in the Event Descriptions (p. 8 - 10)
AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

5 :30 - 7:30 p.m.
on the patio of Murdock Hall (#6)

ALFRESCO TASTING

7:30 - 11:30 p.m.
in the Oak Grove (#63)

NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE

(/)

I

LU
...J

10: 00

a.m. - noo n

Dillin Hall
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(#6)

:J
C
LU

J:
U

8 : 00 - 11 : 00 p.m.
on the intramural Field (#64)

SATURDAY, JULY 26
7:30 - 9:00 a.m.
on the patio of Riley Hall (#2)

CONTINENTAL BRE AKFAST

& LUNCH 9:00 a.m. - 3 : 00 p.m.
board the buses at the Memorial Fountain
Lawn (#)4) promptly at 9 : 00 a.m.

VIN EYARD TOUR

3:00 - 5 : 00 p.m.
for locations, please refer to individual
activity in the Event Descriptions (p. 8 - 10)
AFTERN OO N ACTIV ITIES

5 :30 - 7 :30

p.m.

on the patio of Murdock Hall

(#6)

ALFRESCO TASTING

NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE

7 :30 - 11:30

in the Oak Grove

(/)

p.m.

(#63)

SUNDAY, JULY 27
SPARKLING FINALE BRUNCH

(#33)

S~ U TTLE SERVIC E: Shuttles to off-cam pus 10dginS
wi ll depa~ from the east corner of Riley Hall (#2)
at posted times throughout the day. Fortaxi service
call Shamrock Taxi at 503/472-5333 (available 24
hours a day).

p.m.

THE GR AND DINNER

SUNDAY, jULY.27
SPARKLIN G FINALE BRUNCH

6:00 - 8:00

on the patio of Murdock Hall

ALFRESCO TASTING

a.m. - noon
Dillin Hall (#)3)

10:00

SHUTTlE SERVICE: Shuttles to off-campus 10dginS
will depart from the east corner of Riley Ha ll (#2)
at posted times throughout the day. For taxi service
call Shamrock Taxi at 503/472-5333 (available 24
hours a day)_
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EVENT DESCRI PTIONS
REGISTRATION, on the patio of Riley Hall (#2)
Early registrati on is strongly encouraged as IPNC begins
early in the morning on Friday with Opening Ceremonies at
8:30 a.m. and buses departing promptly at 9:00 a.m. for the
Vineyard Tour and Winery Lunch.
OPENING CEREMONIES, Commencement Green (#62)
IPNC Master of Ceremonies, And rea Robinson, wel comes
you to the Cele bration followed by the introduction of the
Featured Wine makers.

EVEN T DESCRIPTIONS
VI NEYARD TOUR & WINERY LUNCH , Off Campus
Board th e bus number that corresponds with your name
badge at 9:00 a.m. sharp in front of Memoria l Fountain
Lawn (#34) . Travel through the vine-covered countryside
to a nearby Willamette Valley winery. Enjoy a gu ided stroll
t hough the vineyard and learn about the many avenues
winegrowers take toward sustainability. Following the
vineyard tour, prod ucers from other Pinot Noir growing
regions will share their perspectives during a casual panel
disc ussion. Afterward , enjoy an intim ate winery lunch
prepared by one of our featured Guest Chefs. Local fare will
be paired with a selection of wines from your host winery.

SUSTAINABILITY WITHOUT SACRIFICE, Dillin Hall (#33)
Friday' s culinary touring company includes:
Host jasper Morris, wine expert and writer, along with pre 
Elias Cairo, Castagna, Portland, Orego n
eminent produce r Dominique Lafon, of the legend ary estate
Pascal Chureau, fen ouil, Portland, Oregon
Dom aine des Co mte s Lafon , will guide guests t hrough a
Craig Hetherington & Elise Fineberg, TASTE Restaurant,
distinctive tasti ng of win es from Dom ini que's own cellar.
Seattle, Washington
Dominique will sh are his personal journey as a leader
Rocky Maselli, Marche, Eugene, Oregon
in implementing major viticultural changes in Burgundy,
Carmen Peirano & Eric Ferguson, Nick's Italian Cafe,
favoring biodyn am ic and organic farming as a means of
McMinnville, Oregon
produ cing the highest quality wines while being respectful
Nelia Serapion. Pinocchio, Portland, Oregon
of the environm ent. This rare opportunity will te ac h guests
jack Yoss, ten 01, Portland, Oregon
how, for Domaine des Comtes Lafon, sustainability and
supreme quality are inseparable.

Saturday's culinary touring company includes:

Andrea Robinson leads a discussion and tasting with some
of the world's supe rlat ive Pinot Noir producers. Fi rst and
forem ost, you'll enjoy an impressive array of Pinot Noir
wines hailing from three continents. Guests will lea rn
about the varied sustainable approac hes these progressive
wine makers have employed in t heir vineyards. The panel
will include Guest Speakers:
Ted Casteel, Bethel Heights Vineyard, Oregon
Michael Dhillon, Bindi Wines, Australia
Ted Lemon, Littorai Wines, California
Nigel Greening, Felton Road, New Zealand
Frederic Lafarge, Domaine Michel Laforge. Burgundy
ALF RES CO LUNC H
in t he Oak Grove (#63) on Friday
on the Intra mural Field (#64) on Saturday
Following the Su stainability Without Sacrifice se minar
enjoy a lavish Alfresco Lunch prepared by a se lection ~f our
Guest Chefs.
Frid ay's Guest Chefs include:
john Gorham, Toro Bravo, Por tland, Oregon
Alle n Routt, The Painted Lady. Newberg. Oregon
Molly Schaefer Priest, Portland, Oregon
Saturday's Guest Chefs include:
jason Barwikowski , Clyde Common, Portland, Oregon
Gabriel Rucker, Le Pigeon, Portland, Oregon
Cheryl Wakerhauser, PIx Piitisserie, Portland, Oregon

Peter Birk, Ray's Boathouse, Seattle, Washington
Tommy Habetz, Portl and, Oregon
Chris Israel, 23 Hoyt, Portland, Oregon
Brian Scheehser, Trellis, Kirkland, Washington
Adam Stevenson, Earth & Ocean, Seattle, Washington
Tyler Moritz, Union, Seattle, Washington
Leather Storrs, Rocket, Portland, Oregon
FRIDAY AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES
All Guests will reunite on ca mpus where a selecti on of
activities and small-group presentation s include:
WILD MUSHROOMS & PINOT NO IR
Riley Hall Lawn (#2), Explore the affinity between these two
natural partners wit h acclaimed chef and mushroom hound
jack Czarnecki of the joel Palmer House.
Session 1: 3:15 - 4:00 p.m.
Session 2: 4:15 - 5:00 p.m.
iSALUO! PREVIEW

Riley Hall Lawn (#2), Taste select iSalud! cuvees that
winemakers are designing for the 2008 Auct ion.
JASPER MORRIS ON BURGUNDY

3:15 - 4:00 p.m. in the Fred Meyer Lounge in Riley Hall (#2)
Catch a glimpse of his forthcoming book on Burgundy.
TOP 10 PINOTS YOU'RE NOT DRINKING
4:15 - 5 :00 p.m. in the Fred Meyer Lounge of Riley Hall(#2)

GROUP ACTIVITIES
On Friday, Group A will enjoy the Winery Lunch off campus,
while Gro up B will remain on campus for the Alfresco Lunch.
On Saturday, the groups will switch so that everyone has
the opportunity to experience every aspect of the event.
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Discover the gems you may be missing
with host Andrea Robinson.
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EVENT DESCRIPTIONS

IPNC'S PASSPORT TO PI NOT

SATU RDAY AFTERNOON ACT IV ITIES
All Guests will reunite on campus where a selection of
activities and small-group presentations include:

SUNDAY, JULY 27
2:00 . 5:30 p.m.
in the Oak Grove (#63)

FA RMER'S MARKET

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) Savor delicious creations with chefs
Dustin Clark (Wildwood), Autumn Martin (Theo Chocolate),
Cathy Whims (Nostrana), Stephanie Pearl Kimmel
(Marche), and Travis Mason (Portland Roasting). Learn what
su stainable, fa ir-trade, organic and artisanal foods mean to
these ch efs an d to t he hard-workin g people who grow them.
WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Riley Hall Lawn (#2) There are cou ntless names and
cert ificat ions given to vineyards tha t are farmed
sustaina bly. Chat with wi nemakers about their viticult ural
philosophies as you taste th eir wines .

WELCOME TO THE INTERNATIONAL
PINOT NOIR CELEBRATION!
Designed esp ecially for those wh o did not
atten d th e full t hree-day event, t hi s wa lk·
around tasting includes all the Featured
Pinot Noir wines of the 2008 IPNC.
(Note : win ery signs at each table indicate
the page number in this program where the
winery is described.)

CALIFORNIA AVAS

3 :15 - 4:00 p.m. in the Fred Meyer Lounge in Riley Hall (#2)
Demystify California's abund ant Pinot Noir growing regions
wi th sommelier Nick Helfrich, of Sa n Franci sco's jardiniere
and three of California's top winemakers.
A CONVERSATION WITH DO MINIQU E LAFON

4:15 - 5:00 p.m. in the Fred Meyer Loung e in Riley Hall (#2)
Meet Dom inique and learn about his new venture in Oregon.
ALFRESCO TASTINGS, On the patio of Murdock Hall (#6)
Featured Pinot Noir wines will be poured by the
winemakers. Note: winery name signs at each table
indicate the page number in this pragram where the winery
is described and where the Featured Wine is listed.
THE GRAND DINNER, Intramural Field(#64)
The best place to enjoy dinner in Oregon in july is under
the stars. join chefs Philippe Boulot (The Heathman
Restaurant & Bar), Lauren Fortgang and Vitaly Paley
(Paley's Place), Keith Luce (The Herbfarm), and j ason
Wilson (Crush Restaurant) for a hand made mea l designed
to accompan y an abundance of Pi not Noir.

The afternoon will start with a grand
outdoo r tasti ng poured by 30 of our
Featured Win emakers. Mid-day, Master
of Ce remon ies, Andrea Robinson wi ll
introduce you to all 60 of ou r Featu red
Wine makers wh o have trave led from
around the world to meet you and show you
their wines. Foll owin g t he introductio ns,
return to the t asting to explore the
diversity of anot her 30 wines, po ured by
the second set of Featured Win emakers.
Take advantage of this rare opportunity to
meet the winemakers who crafted these
outstanding Pinot Noir wines.
The wi nes will be accompanied by
culinary creations from Gue st Chefs:
Paul Bachand
WillaKenzie Estate, Newberg, Oregon
Fred Carlo
Salumeria di Carlo, Portland, Oregon

NORTHWEST SALMON BAKE, In the Oak Grove (#6 3)
Ken Forkish
A time-honored and much-loved tradition of t he IPNC, wild
Ken's Artisan Bakery, Portla nd, Oregon
salmon is prepa red on alder stakes over a huge custom
built fire pit. After dinner, enjoy danci ng in the lantern·lit
Laurie Furch
Oak Grove . Wine from all over th e globe will accompany an
Red Fox Bakery, McMinnville, Oregon
extravagant outdoor buffet designed by Charles Drabkin
and Traci Edlin (Edmonds Community College), Ben Dyer
Pierre Kolisch
(Viande Meats & Sausage), Mark Hosack (Consulting
juniper Grove Farm, Redmond, Oregon
Chef), David Kreifels an d jason Owens (Simpatico Dining
HalO, Roger Sprague & Company (Depoe Bay Chamber of
Autumn Martin
Commerce), and Jason Stoller Smith (The Dundee Bistro).
Thea Chocolate, Seattle, Washington
SPARKLING FINALE BRUNCH, Dillin Hall(#3 3)
The Celebration concludes with a sumptuous brunch buffet
from several of t he Northwest's most popular restaurants,
served with a selection of sparkling wine s. Guest chefs
include Leif Benson (Timberline Lodge), Thomas Dunklin
(Red Star Tavern & Roast House), john Eisenhart (Pazzo
Ristorante), Hiroshi Kojima (Bush Garden), and Sean
McKee (Roux).
Sparkling wines to be served with brunch will be:
Argyle Winery, 2003 Brut
Blue Mountain, N.V. Brut
Dumont Pere et Fils N.V. Brut Rose
Laetitia Winery 2005 Brut Rose
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johnny Nunn
(five -o-three) Restaurant & Bar
West Linn, Oregon
Robert Partida
La Rambla, McMinnville, Oregon
Robert Reynolds
Robert Reynolds Chefs' Studio
Portland, Oregon
Adam Sappington
The Country Cat Dinnerhouse & Bar
Portland , Oregon
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FEATURED WINERIES

AUSTRALIA-TASMAN IA
BAY OF FIRES
40 Baxters Road
Pipers River 72 52
Tel: 61/3 6382 7629, Fax: 61 /363827027
Website: www.bayoffireswinery.com.au
Represented by Fran cine Austin

A USTRALIA

Featured win e: 2006 Bay of Fires

BINDI WINES
343 Melton Road
Gisborne, Victoria 3437

At only 32 years old , Fran Austin came to Bay of Fires with
a wea lth of experience. Fran graduated fro m Ade laide

Tel: 61/4 12324302 Fax: 61/ 3 5428 2564
Email: bindiwines@bigpond.com
Represented by Michael Dhillon
Featured wine : 2006 Bindi "Block 5"

University in 1995 with a Bachelor of Science (Oenology)
and was employed at Domaine Cha ndon wit h sparkling
wine maker Tony jordan. She followed th is experience with
stints at Matanzas Creek Winery in Sonom a Co unty, Argyle
Wine ry in Oregon, and finally as a "flying winemaker" with

Bindi is the na me of the Dhillon Family farm.loca ted so
kilometers northwest of Melbourne in the Macedon Ranges .

Cellar World International, in southwest France. Fran was
appointed to Bay of Fires in january 2002 and now lives

Originally purchased in the 19SoS as part of the larger

on-s ite. Bay of Fi res is located in Tasmania where som e

grazing farm known as "Bundaleer," Bind i is a 170·hectare

of the world 's most celebrated cool climate grapes are

farm of which six hectares are planted to Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir. Fifteen hectares are dedicated to managed

grown, including Chardonnay, Riesling, Sauvignon Blanc,

plantation eucalyptus for high -grade furniture t imber whilst
the remai nder of the land is maintained as remnant bu sh
land and important indigenous grasslands. The Bindi

and, of co urse, Pinot Noir. In ad dition to their varietal
wines, Bay of Fires produces a selection of sparkling wines .
Tasman ia's cool growing conditions, along with Bay of
Fires' commitment to moderate yields, result in wines with

vineyard is the fundamental focus of their endeavors. The

outstanding varietal intensity, elevated fruit sp ice , and

vineyard and winema king philosophy is to seek balance

mineral complexity.

and purity in the expression of the vari ous ind ivid ual
vineyard sites and this philosophy is applied to farming

FROGMORE CREEK VINEYARD

and conservation at Bindi. Bindi is committed to the
preservation of the natural harmony.

Cambridge 7015

Denho lms Road
Tel : 61/ 3 6248 5844, Fax: 61/ 3 6248 5855
Website: www.frogmorecreekvineyards.com
Email: admin@hoodwi nes.com
Represented by Andrew Hood & Li nda Kidwiler
Featured wine : 2006 Frogmore Creek
Frogmore Creek Vineyard is located in so utheast Tasmania,
an island situated off the bottom ri ght hand corner of
Au stralia and is arguably Australia's most identifiable
coo l climate viticultural region . Tasmania's cl imate is
dominated by the westerly "Roaring 40S" trade winds
which produce high rainfall on the west of the island , but
mild, dry conditions in its eastern half where most of the
vineyards are located. Tasmania is rapidly gain ing a strong
reputation for its Sparkling, Pinot Noir, and Riesling wines
as well as other cool climate varieties. Frogmore Creek
Vineyard was established in the late 1990S by Californi an
business partners jack Kidwiler and Tony Scherer. In 2003,
t hey bought Hood Wines, a contract winemaking enterprise,
which had been established by Andrew and jenny Hood in
1990. The winery's labels, Frogmore Creek and 420S are
sold in major markets throughout Australia and, since 2007,
are also being exported to California.
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FRANCE - BURGUNDY

AUSTRIA
WEINGUT FRED LOIMER
Haind orfer Voegerlweg 23

DOMAINE d'ARDHUY
Clos des Langres
21700 Corgoloin

3550 Langenlois
Tel : 43/ 2 734 2239, Fax: 43/2 734 22394
Website: www. loim er.at
Email: weingut@loi me r.at
Represe nted by Fred Loimer and Andreas Wickhoff
Featured w in'e: 2006 Dech ant
Fred Loim er never doubted which profession he wo uld
choose. Fro m th e ve ry begin nin g, he wanted to be a vintner.
Tod ay, he owns 35 hectares (86 acre s) of vin eyards in
the some of the best site s aro und La ngenlois. Year after
year, he seeks to produ ce be nchmark Gruner Veltliner and
Riesl ing w ines, whi ch reflec t the high quality, the terroir,
and the special microclimates of the Ka mptal. Having had a
speci al affection for Pino t Noir for years, Fred is absolutely
co nvinced t hat t his caprici ous grape can thrive ve ry we ll
in this area. Pin ot Noir ri pens earlier than, for insta nce,
Zweigelt or Cabe rn et Sa uvi gnon. It will , therefore, reach a
high degree of rip eness also in cooler climates. The cool

Tel: 33/3 80 62 98 73, Fax: 33/3 80 62 95 15
Website: www.ard huy.com
Email: domai ne@ardhuy.com
Represented by Carel Voorhuis
Featured wine: 2006 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru
Domaine d'Ardhuy is located in the very heart of Burgundy, in
the Cotes de Nuits, at the border of the Cotes de Beaune. Th e
property is in the Clos des Langres, which has been known
for the quality of its wines since the monks of the Abbaye de
Citeaux planted the vineyards in the 10th century. The d'Ardhuy
family has been managing this 45-hectare estate for th ree
generations. Th e vineyards stretch from Puligny- Montrachet
to Gevrey-Chambertin and prod uce over 40 different wines,
including several Grand s Crus: Clos de Vougeot, Corton
Charle magne, Corton les Renardes, Corton-Pougets, Corton
Combes, Co rton-Clos du Roi, an d Corton Hautes Mourottes. The
average production of the Domaine is 24,000 cases.

nights pro mote the forma tio n of spicy aromas and intense
flavors in t he grapes. Th e wines usu ally have lower tannin s
and, accord ing to Fred, in the most favorable cases are
dainty, yet al so ele gant and noble. The olde st vineyard
pl anted with Pinot Noir is Dech ant (20 years) where the
vine s thrive on mediu m-weight loess soils. All plantings
face east whic h is an advantage for the develop ment of
balan ced tannins and acidity in the Pi not grapes.

CA NADA

DOMAINE CHARLES AUDOIN
7, rue de la Boulotte
21160 Marsannay-Ia-Cote
Te l: 33/ 3 80 52 34 24, Fax: 33 /3 80 58 74 34
Email: domaine-audoin@wanad oo.fr
Represented by Cyril Audo in
Featured wine : 2005 Marsannay "Les Favieres"

Domaine Charles Audoin is located in the Marsannay
appellation just south of Dijon, wh ich is known as the

BLUE MOUNTAIN VINEYARD AND CELLARS

"Gateway to Bu rgundy." The Domaine began in 1972 with
just t hree hectares of vines. Along with his wife, oenologist

2385 Allendale Road
Okanagan Falls, British Co lumbia VoH lRo

Marie - Fran~oise Audoin, Charles Audoin has since built up

their Domaine to 14 hectares. Their so n Cyril has been on board

Te l: 250/ 497 8 244, Fax: 25 0/497 6160
Website: www.bluemountain wine ry.com

since 2000, an d togeth er they are continuing the Burgundian

Email : bluemounta in@bluemo untainwinery.com

tradition of respecting the terroi r. Their vines on average are 45

Repres ented by Matt Mavety an d Ian Mavety
Feat ured wine: 2005 Reserve

years old. In the winery, they bottle without fining or filtering
and produce about 4,000 cases ann ually.

Blue Mountain is located in the Oka nagan Va lley and is
surrounded by natu ral pa rkland and a big horn shee p preserve.
Blue Mountain is an estate dedicated to producing complex
wines, consistent in style and quality from year to year.
Located at the warmer south end of the valley with an 80-acre
vineyard, the property supplied grapes to other wineries for
21 years before the Mavety family founded the winery in 1991.
In addition to Pinot Noir, the 12,ooo-case yearly production
consists of Gamay Noir, Pinot Blanc, Chardonnay, and a
methode traditionelle sparkling wine, all from estate grapes.
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MAISON CHAMPY
5, rue du Grenier
21200 Beaune

DOMAINE CHEVALIER PERE et FilS

aSel

Cedex 18 Buisson
21550 Ladoix-Serrigny

Tel: 33/380250999, Fax: 33 /3 80 25 09 95
Website : www.champy.com
Email: mrobert@champy.com
Represented by Dimitri Bazas
Featu red wine : 2005 Beaune 1er Cru "Champs 'Pimont"

Tel: 3313 80 26 46 30
Website: www. domaine-chevalier.fr
Email : contact@domaine-chevalier.fr
Represe nted by Cla ude & Ch loe Chevalier
Featured wine : 2005 Ladoix 1er Cru les Corvees

Founded in 1720, Maison Champy is the oldest wine

The Chevalier Estate was created by Emile Dubois in 1850.

house in Burgundy, t hus hea ding an ancient co mmercial
tradition . A part of th e living history of Burgundy, it

Just after World War I, Marcelle Dubois, along with his

rema ins one of t he sma ller, high-q uality wine houses of

estate. Over the years the estate has been passed down,
fi rst to Georges Chevalier and th en to his son Claude

th e Cote d'Or. In 1990, Henri and Pierre Meurgey, lon gtime
cou rtiers (represe nting domain es that sell their wine to

daughter and son -in-law Emile Chevalier, inherited the

who cu rrently manages the property. Since 1994, Claude

nI?gociants), bought the cella rs with thei r partner Pierre

has concentrated so lely on estate wines. He has made

Beuchet. Producing only high-quali ty and well-balanced

nu mero us changes to fa rmi ng and vinifica tion methods,

wines, each wine reflects th e unique character of its terroir.

always respecting the soil and fam ily traditions. In 2005,
the Chevalier fam ily increased the size of the estate wit h

Dimitri Bazas has been the winemaker since 1999, after
having worked for eight yea rs as a consultant to the finest

the addi tion offour hec tares of Aloxe Carton 1er Cru and

domaines of the region . With 30 acres of vineyards, Champy

Gevrey-Cha mbertin. Claude con tinues to wo rk t o improve

vinifies a majority of its wines. Not believing that bigger is
better, the Meurgeys insist, "We are not hectoma niacs."

the quality of the wines. Tod ay th ey are we ll structu red,
pleasant in their youth , and they have wonderful agin g
potential.

DOMAINE du CHATEAU de CHOREY
DOMAINE FOUGERAY de BEAUClAIR

13, rue de Moutots
21200 Ch orey-Les-B eaune

44, rue de Mazy

Tel : 33/3 80 24 06 39, Fax: 33/3 80 24 77 72
Website: www.chateau-de-chorey-Ies-beaune.fr
Email : contact@chateau -de -chorey-Ies-beaune.fr
Re prese nted by Benoit Germain
Featured wine : 2005 Beaune Teurons

21160 Marsannay-la-C6te
Tel: 3313 80522112, Fax: 3313 80 58 73 83
Websi te: www.fougeraydebeauclair.fr
Ema il: fo ugeraydebeauclair@wanadoo.fr
Represented by Patrice & La urence Ollivier
Featured wine : 2006 Bonnes Mares Grand Cru

In the late 19th century, Pierre Germain, Benoit's great-great
grand fa the r, bough t Chateau de Chorey, the vineyards of
Beaune, and t he

negaciant "Poulet pere et fils". In 1968,

after Benoit's grandfather Jaques Germain died, his son
Fran~ois

sold th e negaciant, took charge of the family

estate and bought parcels of Pernand Vergelesses and
Ch orey. In 1989, after a year of winemaking in Australia and
Oregon, Benoit started working for the Domaine. He bo ught

It was in the late 1970S that Domaine Fou geray de
Beauclair came to life by the acquisition of such renowned
appellations in the Cote de Nuits and the Cote de Beaune as
Bonnes Mares Grand Cru. Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair's
philosophy is based on "top quality". By employing such
methods as limited output, strict sorting of the grapes,
vinification under heat control, and maturing in new or

a new winery in 1993 and took over the vineya rds and cellar

rec ent barrels, they have made it possible for the different

and began to use organic growing methods. A year after

appella tions to hold the top ranks amo ng the most fa mous
Burgundian domaine s. These methods have enabled

adding a parcel of Meursault, he began running th e entire
estate in 2000 and since 2003 his wife, Jaqueline, has been
working wit h him .
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Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair's wines to be offered in the
finest restaurants, cellars, and specialty shops throughout
the world.
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DOMAINE HUBER-VERDEREAU

DOMAINE JEAN MARC MILLOT

11, rue Mareau

22, rue Docteur Louis Legrand

21630 Pomma rd

Nuits 5t. Georges

Tel: 33/3 80 22 51 50, Fax: 33/ 3 80 01 9 0 77
Website: www.h uber·verdereau.com

Tel: 33/ 3 80 61 34 81, Fax: 33/ 3 80 61 36 81
Email: lesmillots@orange.fr

Email: contact@huber·verdereau.com

Represented by Jean Marc & Christine Millot

Represented by Th iebault & Marielle Huber

Featured wine: 2006 Cote de Nuits - Villages aux Faulques

Featured wine: 2006 Volnay Robardelle
Jean Marc Millot has been growing grapes a~d honing his
In 1994, Thiebault Huber created Huber-Verdereau from a

winema king skills since the late 1980s. He began estate

vineyard passed down from his grandfath er (less th an t hree

bottling his wines in 1992 with a limited range of wines

hectares). Before, Thiebault was a wine-waiter in a famous

including Cote de Nuits Villages, Vosne-Romanee, and Oos

restaurant on the Cote d'Azur. Over the years, the Domaine

Vougeot.ln 1997, Jean Marc and his wife Christine had the

grew to 6.7 hectares of vineyards, from Volnay to PUligny

opportunity to assume control of Premier Cru and Grand Cru

Montrachet. The current ann ual prod uction is 3,200 cases

vineyards that had long been leased out to other producers.

of red and white wine. He has been producing organic wines

Jean Marc believes that if low yields are employed in the

since 2001 and biodynamic wines since 2005.

vineyard, the density of texture and flavor will already be

DOMAINE MICHEL LAFARGE

care is taken to avoid over extraction. Jean Marc strives to

present in the grapes, thus the fruit is destemmed and strong
15, rue de la Combe

produce pure, soft, mesmerizing Burgund ies that encapsulate

21190 Volnay

the aromas and fru it character of the Pinot Noir grape.

Tel: 33/3 80216161, Fax: 3313 80 2167 83
Website: www.domainelafa rge.fr
Em ail: dom aine@domainelafarge.com
Represented by Frederic & Chantal Lafarge
Featured wine : 2005 Volnay "Vendanges 5ele cti onnees"

DOMAINE ALBERT MOROT
Ch ateau de la Creusotte
20, aven ue Ch arles jaffe lin
21200 Beaune

The Lafarge's have been vignerons in Volnay since the 18th
century and started bottling in the early 1900'S, a rarity for a
small estate. They have had loyal customers for generations,
selling their own wine in barrels to Parisian restaurants as far

Te l: 33 /3 80 22 35 39, Fax: 33/380224750
Em ail: albertmorot@aol.com
Represented by Geoffroy & Marie-Odile Choppin de Janvry
Featured wine: 2006 Beaune ler Cru Bressandes

back as the 1850'S. Michel Lafarge, now in his seventies, and
his son Frederic are probably the most famous father-and
son team working in Burgundy today. They have around 10
hectares of vines in the fam ed village of Vol nay. The vines are
mature, very little new oak is used, and the wines are handled
as seldom as possible, with only a couple of rackings, a light
fining, and rarely any filtration . The Lafarge domaine is run
very much by instinct and with respect for the terroir, with no
sense of imposition and with biodynamic techniques. The
wines are allowed to speak for themselves and are wonderfully
fragrant, comple x, and harmonious - the essence of great

In 1820, Albert Morot began his negociant business in Beaune.
Afte r the phylloxera epidemic, the Chateau de la Creusotte w as
built, and the vines were acquired. Over the years, the domaine
has made the transition from a negociant to a grower. Between
1984 and 1999, Fran~oise Choppin, the great-granddaughter
of Albert Morat, took over and ran all aspects of the business.
At that time, she made the wise decision to stop the nf!gociant
activity in order to concentrate on her vineyards and
winema king. In january of 2000, Geoffroy Choppin de janvry,
a great-nephew, took over the family business. He maintains
the traditional spirit of the Domaine, while being open to new

Volnay.

techniques that produce higher quality grapes. The yields are
kept low, and the vinification is still done in open wood tanks
using wild yeasts. The domaine spreads over eight hectares of
vineyards, planted predominantly with Pinot NOir, exclusively
1er Crus. The cellar is built into three levels, which allows the
Domaine to work with gravity.
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DOMAI NE NUDANT

DOMAINE MARC ROY

11, ro ute de Dijon
21550 Ladoix Serrigny
Tel: 33/3 80 26 40 48, Fax: 33/ 380 2647 20
Website: www.domaine-nudantfr
Email: domaine.nudant@Wanadoo.fr
Represented by Guillaume Nudant
Featured wine: 2006 Aloxe Corton ((os de la Boulotte
Monopole

8, avenue de la Gare
212 20 Gevrey-Chambertin

The Domaine Nudant is marked by more than 200 years of
tradition. There is literature stating that a Guillaume Nudant
was a winegrower in the village of Aloxe-Corton in 1453 during
the reign of Charles the Bold. In the year 1747, Andre Nudant
cultivated vines in Ladoix, the village where the cellar and 6-4
acres of vineyards exist today. After working for a period in
New Zealand, Guillaume Nudant, the last of the line, joined
his fathe r, Jean-Rene, in managing the prope rty and vineyards.
Domaine Nudant produces wines from multiple appellations
including Ladoix, Aloxe-Corton, Corton, Nuits-Saint-Georges,
and Vosne-Romanee. Jean-Rene and Guillaume pamper their
vineyards throughout the year employing the methods of "lutte
raisonnee" which involves frequent plowing, no weedi ng, and
use of organic manures. The winemaking is rigorous, with long
fermentations and te mperature controlling. The Pinot Noir is
aged for 12 to 18 months in oak barrels, one-third of which are
new oak. The result is aromatic wines with elegance, structure,
and ripe tannins.

PH ILI PPE PACALET
12, rue de Chaumergy
21200 Beaune
Tel: 33/380259100, Fax: 33/380 22 4618
Email: contact@Vins-philippe-pacaletfr
Represented by Philippe Pacalet & Shawn Mead
Featured wine : 2006 Pommard ler Cru
Philippe Pacalet had a solid upbringing in the wine trade,
learn ing from mentors like Jules Chauvet and his uncle,
Marcel Lapierre. Since he did not inherit vineyards of his own,
Pacalet abandoned the idea of ownership and prefers to rely
exclusively on rented vineyards to make his wine, thus giving
him the option to hand-select vineyards that he deems to have
the most interesting terroir throughout the Cote de Beaune
and the Cote de Nuits. Philippe's approach to winemaking is
rooted in simplicity. He opposes interventionalist techniques
and goes to great lengths to ensure quality such as manually
filling every bottle by gravity and inserting every cork with a
traditional corkin g tool. Pacalet's wines are well regarded for
their aromatic pu rity and lively nature.
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Tel: 33/3 80 51 8113, Fax: 33/3 80 341674
Website: www.domainemarcroy.vini market.com
Email : domainemarcroy@ora nge.fr
Represented by Alexandrine and Marc Roy
2006 Gevrey-Chamb ertin "Vieilles Vignes"
Domaine Marc Roy has been in the family for four generations.
The estate includes nine acres of Pinot Noir and one acre of
Ch ardonnay, producing about 1,800 cases annually. Owner
and winemaker Marc Roy inherited his love for vineyard
management and winemaking from both his father and
grandfather. Marc's wife, Regine, manages the sales and
rece ption of guests at th e winery. Daughter Alexandrine, after
working vintage 2005 in New Zealand, recently took over the
job of winemaker and manages the vineyard with her father.
She has been given more and more responsibilities at the
family estate. She created a new cuvee, bearing her name, from
a selection of special grapes, so she can carry on the fam ily
tradition. The aim is to produce the best wine by giving strong
attention to the soils, bringing about low yields of top quality.
Traditional winema king processes yield wines that reflect
Gevrey-Chambertin's specific and unique terroir.

DOMAI NE TRAPET
49, route de Beaune
21220 Gevrey-Chambertin
Tel: 33/380343040, Fax: 33/3 80 5186 34
Website: www.domaine-trapet.com
Email: message@domaine-trapet.com
Represented by Jean Louis & Andree Trapet
Featured wi ne: 2005 Gevrey-Chambertin
In Jean-Louis Trapet's words, "Wine is one of the most
civilized things in existence. In my capacity as a wine
grower, the path of gentleness and respect enables me to
make my way towards the highest degree of expression of
my soils. This gentleness, chosen with due conside ration ,
often follows the paths of tradition. It travels across the
vineya rd. From the first buds to harvesting, the grape
is accompanied but never forced . It passes throu gh
the fermentation room where bunches of grapes are
meticulously sorted and delicately pressed . It follows its
course th rough the cellar where the wine gently oozes out
in all solemnity. It finally slips into its bottle to set free in
their entirety, some years later, its flavours and delicate,
elegant, and harmonious fragrances. In short, the prospects
that gentleness offers to the wine grower who knows how
to follow them through are rich. Rich, too, are the heady
perspectives for the amateur who knows how to taste
them."
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NEW ZEALAND

UNITED STATES 
CALIFORNIA
ADDAMO ESTATE VINEYARDS

FELTON ROAD

PO Box 189

Ban nockburn, RD 2

San ta Maria , California 93456

Cromwe ll 9384
Te l: 6413 445 088 5, Fax: 64/3 445 0881
Website: www.feltonroad. com
Email : wines@feltonroad.com
Represen ted by Blair Wa lte r & Nigel Green in g
Featured w ine : 2007 Felton Road
Established in 1991 wit h the first wines released in
1997, Felto n Road is sit uated on north-facing slopes
in Bannockburn, Central Otago. The winery is supplied
exclusively fro m thei r own intensive ly managed 32-hectare
vi neyards over three sites, the reby ensuring full control over
quality from pru ni ng to bottl ing. The vin eyards are man aged
by an increasin gly organic an d biodyn amic regime to ensure
outstanding quality grapes. Mini mal intervention in the
winem aking allows the unique vineyard characteristics to
express their complexiti es and personality in th e finished
wine. They prod uce Chardonn ay and Ri es ling, in addition to
Pin ot Noir, to the tu ne of 10,000 cases per year. The wines

Tel: 805 / 937 -6750, Fax: 805/937-5656
Website: www.addamovineyards.co m
Email: sales@addamovineyards.com
Represented by David Addamo and justi n M und
Featured wine : 2006 Reserve
The Addamo Estate is located in t he Santa Maria Va lley
appellation of Santa Barbara County. This vineyard bene fits
fro m the Pa cific Ocean's in flu ence, located, as it is, only
10 miles east of the ocean. With Pi not Noir as the flagsh ip
varietal, 75 percen t of the 30-acre vineyard is planted wi t h
four different Dijon clones. The grapes are balanced at
the soil-level, and hand -harvested yielding less than one
and a half tons per acre. Frenc h oak barrels are used for
aging. Every aspect of t he winemaking process has been
painstakingly scrutinized to achieve the highest quality
production standa rds and to cre ate dynamic, compelling
and, hopefully, delicious wines of character.

have very qu ickly att racted considerable attention around the
world and are now exported to ove r 20 countries worldwide.

AU BON CLiMAT

PEGASUS BAY WINERY

Los OIicos, California 93441

255 Stockgrove Road

Tel: 805/937-9801, Fax: 80 5/ 937-2533
Website : www.aubonclimat.com

PO Box 113

Ambe rl ey RD2, Canter bury
Tel: 64 / 3 314 6869, Fax: 64/ 3 314-6861

Represented by Jim Cle ndenen

Website: www.pegasusbay.com

Featured wi ne: 2005 30th Vintage Selection, Bien Nacido

Email : in fo@pega su sbay.com

Estate Plantings

Represented by Ly nnette Hudson & Matthew Donaldson
Featured wine: 2006 Pegasus Bay

Upon grad uating from t he University of Califo rni a at Santa

Pegasus Bay Winery is a small family owned and operated

Champagne, convincing him to attempt a career in wine

Barbara in pre-law, Jim Clendenen visited Burgundy and
winery, focused on producing high -qu ality wi nes, whic h express

instead of law. After three harvests in both Australia and

th e terroir of the vineyard and the true characteristics of each

Burgundy, jim started his own winery in 1982. Au Bon

variety. It is situated in the Waipa ra Valley, 30 minutes north of

Climat, which means "a well-exposed vineyard", has grown

Ch ristchurc h in the South Island of New Zealand. To the east,

to over 30,000 cases and has an international reputation

the Waipara Valley is sepa ra ted from the ocean (Pegasu s Bay)

for its Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, and Pinot Blanc. In 1989 and

by a ra nge of hi ll s, wh ich protect it from the cooling winds of

again in 1990, Au Bon Climat was on Robert Parker's short

the Pacific. To the west li e the Southern Alps, from whence the

list of "Best Wineries in the World. " Food & Wine magazine

region's hot "nor'west" winds derive. Its sheltered position,

named Jim "Wine maker of the Year" in 2001 and one of the

but proxim ity to t he sea give it warm days, cool nights, and a

world's "50 Most Influential Winemakers" in 2004 . Also in

dry autumn, resulting in a very prolonged ripen ing period. This

2004, Wein Gourmet, Germany's leading wine magazine ,

promotes intense flavo r development an d optimal ripeness,

named Jim "Winemaker of the Wor ld" and in 200 7, Jim was

wh ile re tainin g good natural acidity, pe rfect for growi ng

inducted into the james Beard Foundation's "Who's Who of

Pinot Noir. Wi nemakers Matthew Donaldson and Lynnette

Food and Beverage in America ."

Hudson (husband and wife) believe in t raditio mil, sustainable
viticultural management, low crop levels, and minimal handling
of fru it durin g processing, such th at they captu re the unique
characteristics of the vineyard.
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BUENA VI STA CARNEROS

ETUDE

18000 Old Winery Road

1250 Cuttings Wharf Road

Sono ma, Cali fo rni a 954 76

Napa, California 94558

Tel: 707/9 38-1266, Fax: 707/939-0916
Website : www.buenavistacarneros.com
Email: tastingroom@buenavistacarneros.com

Tel: 707/257-5300, Fax: 707/257-6022
Website: www.etudewines.com

Represented by Jeff Stewart and Jaeson Mackura
Fe atured wi ne: 2006 Ramal Vineyard

Represented by Jon Priest and Franci Ashton
Featured wine: 2005 Temblor Carneros, Estate-grown

Fou nded in 1857, Buena Vi sta Carn eros is California's
first premiu m winery. In th e 1960s, Buena Vista Carneros

The underlying philosophy at Etude Wines is that
winemaking begins in the vineyard, long before the grapes

Email: etudeinfo@etudewines.com

helped pioneer the Carneros wine regio n, an open stretch

are harvested. Winemaker Jon Priest believes that superior

of wi ndswept te rrain north of the San Pab lo Bay. With more

grape growing diminishes the need for intervention by

than 1,000 ac res of property, 800 of which are devoted to

the winemaker and results in a wine that is grown, not

vi nes, Buena Vista Carneros is t he appellation's largest lan d
owner. The estate includes 500 acres of hillsi de vineyards

made. Etude specializes in Carneros Pinot Noir and sources
all of its Pinot grapes from the Etude Estate Vineyards,

surroun ding the winery and 300 acres of roll ing hills

which are tucked away in the far northwest corner of the

and steep, roc ky si tes to t he west of the wi nery. To take

esteemed Carneros appellation. Though modeled on the
best from Burgundy, the Etude wines speak clearly of their

advantage of the co mplex geology an d topologi cal diversity
of the lan d, the estate is broken into more than 167

contemporary California origins, combining rich, ripe fruit

sepa rate vineyard blocks. The winery has made Significant

with an elegant structure and opulent mouth feel. Jon Priest

ca pi tal investments in wine makin g and viticu ltu re , such as

joined Etude as winemaker in the spring of 2005, excited to

63 new ope n top fermenters and t he careful replanting of its
800 acres to selected rootstock an d clones of Chardonnay,

continue the tradition of crafting world-class Etude wines.

Pi not Noir, Merlot, and Syrah, wh ich has positioned it as a
lead in g quality win e producer from the Carneros region.

HIRSCH WINERY
45675 Bohan Dillon Road
Caz adero, Cali fornia 95421

COBB FAMILY WINES
18100 Fitzpatrick Lane
Occidental, Cali forni a 95465
Te l: 707/ 874-1962, Fax: 707/874-1238
Website: www.cobbwines.com
Email: getinfo@cobbwin es.com
Represented by Ross Cobb and David Cobb
Feat ured wine: 2006 Cobb, Coastlands Vineyard

Tel: 707/847-3600, Fax: 707/847-3171
Website: www.hirschvineyards.com
Email: info@hirschvineyards.com
Represented by David Hirsch and Marie Hirsch
Featured wine : 2006 Hirsch Vineyards
Perched on a ridge overlooking the Pacific at Fort Ross,
Sonoma County, Hirsch Vineyards is the birthing ground of
great Pinot Noir on the Sonoma coast, planting their first

Cobb Wines was establi she d in 2001 to produce exceptional
and classic Pinot Noir wines reflect ing t he cli mate and soils

vineyard in 1980. David Hirsch founded the vineyard on the
extre me Sonoma Coast to grow fruit and has been making

of t heir coastal Sonoma Coun ty vineyards in Northern

site-specific wine since 2002 . The Pinot Noir and

Californi a. David Cobb, owner and farmer of Coastlands

Chardonnay wines from Hirsch Winery's 70 acres, give the

Vineyard , oversees t he vi neyards produc in g Cobb Wines
grapes. Wi nemake r Ross Cob b received his degree in Agro

passionate drinker an experience of the clash of opposites

ecology and Sustainable Agriculture from the University

mee tin g in Nature and Life: the edge of the continent
washe d by the sea; the eviternal grinding of the North

of California at Santa Cruz and has been making wine for

Ame rican and Pacific plates along the San Andreas Fault;

16 years. He began his career as a wine chemist at Ferrari

the wet win ters and dry summers caused by the ocean

Carano Vineyards and Win ery in Dry Creek Valley, Son oma

and dese rt climates; the dripping rainforest and parched
pastures; the contact and intermingling of culture s: Native

Co unty, where he also esta bli shed a soil
laboratory and win ery resea rc h t eam . After working with
Randall Grahm at Bonny Doon Winery, he accepted a job at

American, Mexican, Russian, European. In t he grapes and
wines of Hirsch Vineyards and Winery, you find a natural

Wi lliams-Selyem Winery in the Russian River Valley of

balance and con sistency in the harmonious resolution of

Cali fornia as t he oenologist and viticulturist with Burt

these opposites.

Williams, and later with t he ir new wine maker, Bob Cabral.
In 2000 Ross joi ned Flowe rs Vi neyard and Winery in
Cazadero, California, where he is also win em aker.
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LAETITIA VINEYARD & WINERY

ROAR WINES

453 Laetitia Vineyard Drive

32721 River Road

Arroyo Grand e, California 93420

Soledad, California 93960

Tel: 805/474 -7650, Fax: 805/481-692 0
Website: www.laetitiawine _com

Tel: 831 / 675-1681, Fax: 831/675-1683
Website: www.roarwines.com

Email: carmen@ laetitiawin e_ com

Email: gary@roarwines.com

Represented by Eric Hickey and Elly Hartshorn

Represented by Gary Franscioni and Adam Franscioni

Featured wine: 2006 Les Galets

Featured wine: 2006 Gary's Vineyard

Laetitia's vineyard site was created 22 million years ago

ROAR Wines is a small, fam ily-own ed producer of single

when the Morros volcanos fo rmed and th e Continental and

vineyard an d appellation Pinot Noir and Syrah from the

Pacific plates collid ed, mixin g the volcanic rhyolite, uplifting

Rosella's, Gary's, and Pisoni Vineyards of Santa Lucia

the seabed. It wasn't unt il 1982 that Maison Deutz planted

High lands. Founded by Gary & Rosella Franscioni in 2001,

the vineyard for its similarities of soil to that of Epernay,
France an d saw the great potential of the site. Today, Laetiti a

ROAR marks the unprecedented collaboration between one
of the region's pre -eminent wine growers, Gary Franscioni

is a fam ily ow ned 620-acre estate vineyard that is ri ch in
tradition while being committed to challenging the notion

(R osella's Vin eyard and Gary's Vin eya rd) and one of the
region's most successful win e makers, Ada m Lee (S iduri

of quality. Planted to a series of hillsides wit h a variety of
row directions , 60 different Pinot Noir blocks, 10 Pinot Noir

and Novy Family Wines) . Devotee s of th e region and the
varietals will discover through ROAR 's blend of vineyard

clon es, and 7 soil types, Laetitia produces site-s pecific wines

provenance and winema king pedigree the quintessentia l

and is committed to exploring the potential of what Laetitia

Pinot Noir and Syrah of th e Santa Lucia Highlands. The

Vineyard can do. Laetitia winemaker, Eric Hickey's "vineyard
centric" style of winemaking is to she phe rd the vineyard 's

integrity of the regi on and the quali ty of viti cult ure are
th e hallmark of ROAR Wines in every bottle, in every

voice into the barrel, rather than impose his own personal

vintage. At less th an 3,000 cases annually, ROAR Wines are

style into the wines themse lves. Laetitia is open-minded and
somewhat exp erimental when it comes to Pinot Noir.

predominantly allocated to mailing list custo mers and fine
restaurants and wine shops in select US markets.

LITTORAl WINES
120 Pleasant Hill Avenue, North Suite
Sebastopol, California 95472
Tel: 707/823-9586, Fax: 707/823-9589
Website: www.littorai.com
Email: info@littorai.com
Represented by Ted Lemon
Featured wine: 2006 Mays Canyon Vineyard
Littorai Wines was founded in 1993 by Heidi and Ted Lemon.
The word Littorai, a plural noun formed from the Latin root
litor-, which means the coasts, reminds us th at wine arises
from the weave of place (vineyard), time (vin tage), and man.
Ted Lemon began his career by studying Oenology at the

Universite de Bourgogne. He apprenticed at several famous
estates in Burgundy: Domaines Dujac, De Villaine, Roumier,
Parent and Bruno Clair. He was the first American ever hired
as a winemaker and vineyard manager of a Burgundian
estate, Domaine Guy Roulot in Meursault. Littorai's
philosophy of winegrowing is inspired by Ted's years in
France and is based upon the concept of terroir. All of the
sites in the Littorai vineyard portfolio have been carefully
selected by Ted. Many of these are steep hillsides where
yields and ripening conditions are marginal. The Lemons
are life-long, family winemakers, passionately committed to
their craft. Littorai seeks to create wines of elegance, length,
and finesse; wines which gain in complexity as they age.
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ROBERT SINSKEYVINEYARDS

WHETSTONE WINE CELLARS

63 20 Silverman Trail

1161 Westview Drive

Napa, California 94558

Na pa, California 94558

Tel: 707 / 944-9090, Fax: 707/ 944-909 2
Website: www.robertsin skey.com

Tel: 707 / 254-0600, Fax: 707/254 -0601
Website: www.whetston ewinecellars.com

Em ail: rsv@ro bertsin skey.com

Email: info@whetstonewin ecellars.com

Represented by Rob Sinskey and Maria Sinskey

Represented by jamey Whetstone and Grayson Hartley

Featured wine: 2005 Four Vineyards

Featu red wine: 2006 Sonoma Coast Bella Vigna Vineya rd

Rob Sinskey is an atypical vintner: He is a native Californian

Wine maker and owner jamey Whetstone wo rked at Turley

and a wine guy wh o did not atten d wi ne school. Instead,

Wine Cellars in t he su mm er of 1998 when he semi-jokin gly
told a friend "I'd do just about anything for a shot at

Rob received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Parsons
School of Design in New York City, where agriculture was

wine ma king." Over the following six and a half years jamey

con ducted in apartm ent closets . Over the past 20 years he

would plant 30 acres of hillside vineyard , become flue nt in

has grown his 100-percent organic and biodynamic certified

Spanish, help manage over 200 organically farmed acres
of grapes, become assistant wine maker at Turley Wine

wine growing operation to ove r 200 acres of premium
vineyards in the Carnero s an d Stags Leap districts of Napa
and Son oma Valleys . Rob Sinskey believes the goals of

Cellars, start his own label, and begin consulting fu ll-tim e.
Turley provided for jamey a venue to do all those things

making luxuriously elegant win es an d fa rming with earth
friend ly met hod s are not mutually excl usive . Rather, he has

with a continuing education in hands-on farming and

found that caring for the land and conscientious business
practices have helped define the well-crafted wines of

his small winery experience, he went to work in Bu rgundy
for Domaine Dujac during a short st int in the summer of

meticulo us, cutting-edge winem aking. To further enhan ce

Robe rt Sinskey Vineyards. After 20 years, his philosophy

2001 . Today, jamey is consulti ng vigneron for jocelyn 

that "Wine is not an athletic event," still holds tru e to this
day. The goal has always be en to make "pure wines of

chief officer at Whe tsto ne as we ll as partial investor and

character th at pair well with cuisine ."

co-founder of Manifesto! Wines. His vineyards for both

Lonen, Ristow, Temple, and Grace Cup in ad dition to be ing

Whetstone and Manifesto! are all farmed sustainably.

SIDURI WINES
980 Airway Court, Suite C
Santa Rosa, California 95403
Tel: 707/578'3882, Fax: 707/ 578-3884
Website: www.siduri.com
Email : Pinot@siduri.c om
Represented by Ada m Lee and Dianna Lee
Featured wine: 2006 Clos Pepe Vineyard

Sid uri Wines is named for the Babylonian Goddess of wine .
At their gravity-flow Sonoma County winery, winemakers
and owners Dianna and Adam Lee produce singlevineyard Pinot Noir wines from cool climate locations in
the Willamette Valley and throughout coa stal California.
Low yields, hands-on vineyard management and non·
interventionist winemaking techniques allow Siduri to
bottle distinctive wines reflecting the terroir of each site.
Siduri produces about 7,000 cases split between 27
different wines . Sid uri Wines has received consistent praise
from wine writers including Robert Parker and publications
such as the Wine Spectator.
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UNITED STATES
OREGON
ADELSHEIM VINEYARD
16800 NE Calkins lane

ANDREW RICH WINES
Ca rlton Winemakers Studio
801 North Scott Street

Newberg, Oregon 97132
Tel: 503/538-3652, Fax: 503/5 38 -2248
Website: wwww.adelsheim.com
Email: info@adelsheim.com
Represented by David Adelsheim and Kim Bellingar
Featured wine: 2006 Elizabeth's Reserve

Founded by David Adelsheim and Ginny Adelsheim in 1971,

Carlton, Oregon 97111
Tel : 503/2 84-6622, Fax: 503/ 284-6622
Website: www.andrewrichwines.com
Em ail: in fo@andrewrichwines.c om
Represented by Andrew Rich and Justin Van Zante n
Featured wine : 2006 Wi llamette Valley
After growing up in New England in a family that sold

the winery began with a Is-acre site on the southern slopes

furnit ure, followed by a brief stint as a magazi ne editor,

of the Chehalem Mountains. After 30 vintages, Adelsheim
Vineyard is now a large ly estate-grown winery with its

Andrew Rich turned to winema king in 1988. He was first a

200 acres of vin es and its case production of 42,000.

his way up to the position of Assistant Winemaker. 1988
also marked his firs t tr ip to Oregon, where his destiny was

Chad Vargas brings incredible focus on sustainability and
management of soil nutrition, drought stress, and crop
size in his role as Vineyard Manager. Winemaker Dave

"cellar rat" at Bonny Doon Vineya rd, eventually working

Paige applies great passion for balance to the craft of

se aled. Andrew Rich Wine s was founded in 1995 and has
been producing a broad and eclectic array of wines ever
since. With the glorious 2002 vintage, Andrew Rich Wines

creating their fruit-driven, richly-textured wines. Adelsheim

settled into the Carlton Winemakers Studio, where it is

Vineyard produc es seve ral tiers of Pinot Noir wines, an

increasingly focusing on Was hington State Rhone varietals

intriguing line of wh ite wines including Chardonnay, Pi not
Gris, Pinot Blanc, Tocai Friulano, Auxerrois, a Rose, and a

and Willame tte Valley Pinot Noir. Production is just under
5,000 cases.

desse rt Pinot Noir: Deglace.

AMALIE ROBERT ESTATE
13531 Bursell Road

BELLE VALLEE CELLARS
PO Box 1930

Dallas, Oregon 97338
Tel: 503/8314703, Fax: 503/831-4703
Website: www.amalierobert.com
Email: am aliero bert@amalierobert.com
Represented by Ernie Pink and Dena Drews
Fe atured wine: 2005 Dijon Clon es
Amalie Robert Estate was founded by Dena Drews and
Ernie Pink in 1999. Dena and Ernie left the corporate
world behind and began a journey to grow Pinot Noir in
the last best place on earth. Th ey found a beautiful cherry
orchard and the oppo rtunity to fo ll ow their dreams. Today,
Amalie Robert Estate is a 60-acre property with 30 acres
of sustainably fa rmed vines and a state of the art, gravity
flow Pinot Noir winery. Th e estate is stitched into the
sedimentary foothills outside of Dallas, Orego n. In second
careers, Dena an d Ernie's guiding principle is stewardshi p.
They are t he vineyard managers and winemakers; students
of the vineyard, where class, it seems, is always in session.
The ir effo rts in th e field are rewarded with Pinot Noir wines
that are true to t he soil and true to t he vintage. What's the
story behind t he name? Amalie Robert is a combina t ion of
Dena's middle name "Amalie" (pronou nced AIM-a-Iee) and
Ernie's, "Robert."
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Corvallis, Orego n 97339
Tel : 541/757-9463, Fax: 503 / 210-0780
Website : www. bellevallee. com
Email: info@bellevallee.com
Represented by Joe Wright and Mike Magee
Featured wine: 2006 Grand Cuvee
Belle Vallee Cellars is located in downtown Corvallis,
which is considered to be the heart of the Willam ette
Valley. Their Pinot Noir wines are Willamette Valley
appellation, including our Pinot Noir Port. The philoso phy
of winemaking at Belle Vallee Ce llars is defi ned by the art
of th e blend. Some wineries focus on si ngle vineyards and
showcase what that vineyard has to offer. At Belle Vallee
Cellars, the style is different. They seek to blend to a level
of quality that consumers can rely on, year in and year out.
Contracting with more than a dozen different vineyards
throughout Oregon allows Belle Vallee Cellars to select from
some of the top sites throughout the Willamette Valley, and
blend the fruit toge ther to create complex, layered wines
wit h depth and character beyond the reach of any single
vin eyard.
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BETHEL HEIGHTS VINEYARD

BROADLEY VI NEYARDS

6060 Bethel Heights Road NW

25158 Orchard Tract

Salem, Oregon 97304

Monroe, Oregon 97456

Tel : 503 / 581-2262, Fax: 503/581-0943
Website : www_bethelhe ights.com

Tel: 541/847-5934, Fax: 541/847-6018
Website : www.broadleyvineyards.com

Email: info@bethelheights.com
Represen ted by Ben Casteel and Ted Casteel

Email : broadley@peak.org

Featured wine : 2006 Casteel Reserve

Featured wine : 2006 Marcile Lorraine

Bethel Heights is a family owned and operated estate
winery in t he Eola-Am ity Hills AVA of th e Willamette Valley.

Family owned Broadley Vineyards was established in 1982
in the hills west of the town of Monroe. This northeast

Establi shed in 1977 by two families, Bethel Heights has
expanded in recent ye ars to includ e second-generation

drained rocky clay, which ensures that the vines struggle to

Represented by Morgan Broadley and Jessica Broadley

sloped vineyard is 33 acres on Hazelair soil, a deep, well

leadership and ownership. The wine ry now produces

produce a small crop. The original plantings in 1982 were

around 13,000 cases ea ch year, most of which comes from
the 70-acre estate vineyard , wit h its backbone of 30-year

Pommard and Wadenswil. Broadley Vineyard's signature
winema king style is its use of a high percentage of whole

old, own -rooted Pinot Noir and Ch ard onnay vines . Several

cluster fermentation . They are committed to sourcing fruit

different Pinot Noir win es are produced eac h year, including

from some of the best vineyard sites in the Willamette

the age -worth y " Estate," variou s block-designated and

Valley.

vineyard-designated special bottlings in small lots, and the
barrel selected, blended "Casteel Reserve ."

BROOKS WINES
9360 SE Eola Hills Road
Amity, Oregon 97101

BOEDECKER CELLARS
PO Box 1013
Carlton, Ore gon 97111

Tel: 503/435-1278, Fax: 831/647-1956
Website: www.brookswine.com

Te l: 503 / 288-7752, Fax: 503/2 88-8779
Website : www.boed eckercellars.com

Represented by Chris Williams and Janie Brooks Heuck

Email : in fo@boedec kercellars.com

Featured wine: 2006 Janus

Email: info@brookswine.com

Represented by Stewart Boedecker and Athena Pappas
Feat ured wine: 200 5 Stewart

Celebrating their 10th Anniversary this year, Brooks is a

When Stewart Boed ecker and Athena Pappas started

reverence for the land and vines inspired him to become a
practitioner of organic and biodynamic farming. The great

reflection of visionary Portland native, Jimi Brooks. His
Boedecker Cellars in 2003, they decided to stay hands on
with every aspect of the winery, becoming winemakers,

respect for vineyard individuality and mastery of blending,

cellar rats, sales 'exe cs', and event hosts. Their philosophy

allowed his wines to achieve the greatest depth, flavors,

revolves aro und staying true to t hemselves and focusing all

and balance. While Jimi is no longer with us, his dynamic

their energy on creating great Pinot Noir wines that reflect

spirit lives on through his wines, family, and friends. With

the true ch ara cter of Oregon's vineyards . Fanatical attention
to detail, minimal in tervention, harvesting acre by ac re,

the outpouring of generosity and friendship by the Oregon
wine community, Brooks Wines continues, as a serious

fer menting in small lots, and giving attention to each barrel

producer of Old World style Riesling wines and New World

duri ng elevage and blending lead to wines with a distinct

style Pinot Noir wines. Jimi's son Pascal, who was the

sense of place and t ime. Th e two signature Pi not Noir
bottlings from Boedecker Cellars reflect the differences in

of the winery (at age 11, the youngest winery owner in the

ultimate source of his passion for life, is now the sole owner

win emaker palates while remaining di stin ctly Oregon. They

world). Jimi's sister Janie Brooks Heuck has volunteered

showcase the masculine and the feminine; Stewart's love

to lead it and friend, Chris Williams, took on the full-time

of classic ally styled Pinot Noir wines an d Athena's nod to a
more New World style; wines expressive of the vintners, the

position of winemaker in 2006.

vineyards, and the vintage.
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CARDWELL HILL CELLARS

COELHO WINERY OF AMITY

24241 Cardwell Hill Drive

111 5th Street

Philomath , Oregon 97379

Am ity, Oregon 97101

Tel: 541 / 929-WINE, Fax: 541 /929-2708
Website : www. cardwellhi llwine.com
Emai l: chapel@cardwellh illwine.com

Tel: 503/835 -9305, Fax: 503 / 835-5041
Web site : www.coe lhowinery.com
Email: coelh owinery@onl inemac.com

Represented by Dan Chape l and Nancy Chapel

Represented by Dave Coelho and Deolinda Coelho

Featured wine: 2005 Estate

Featured wine: 2005 Paciencia

Cardwell Hill Cellars, a family owned gravity flow w inery,

Dave and Deoli na Coelho have been in the farming

is located in a cool microclimate of the western Wi llamette
Valley. Their vineyards are meticulously maintained in

industry for over 30 years. Both are descended from a

accordance with the sustainable practices of L. I.V. E. and
Salmon Safe. Th eir estate bottled wines are crafted from

30-acre vineyard was planted in 2001 with Pommard and
Dijon clone s. Since then , they've added Pinot Gris and

Wadenswil , Pom mard, Dijon 115, and Dijon 777 clones.

Ch ardo nnay. Coelho Pinot Noi r is made only with estate

farming background; you cou ld say it's in their blood . Their

grapes grown in Woodburn soil. The gentle elevation of

CHEHALEM

280 feet allows for even temperature wit h coo l afternoon

31190 NE Veritas Lane

ocean breezes. Combined with a non-vigorous rootstock,

Newberg, Oregon 97132

these factors intensify the fruity flavor of the berries. Their
winemaking techn iques focus on balance of flavor and

Tel: 503 / 538-4700, Fax: 503/537-0850
Website : www.chehalemwines .com
Email: info@chehalemwines.com

body. Coelho production c.onsi sts mostly of Pinot Noir
and Pinot Gris. They also produce Pinot Noir Rose, Petit

Represented by Harry Peterson -Nedry and Mike Eyres

Sirah, Chardonnay, Marechal Foch, Marec hal Foch Dessert

Featured wine: 2006 Reserve

wine, Portuguese Varietal Red Table Wine, and Portuguese
Varietal Dessert Wine . Two thousa nd ca ses were produced

Ch ehalem (Shu h-hay-lum) is a Native American word
meaning "gentle land" or " valley of flowers ." The winery,

in 2006.

owned by Harry Peterson-Nedry and Bill and Cathy Stoller,

DOMAINE DROUHIN OREGON

is dedicated to creati ng Pi not Noir that pe rmits si te and

6750 NE Breyman Orchard s Road

cli mate to be reflected in complex, structu red, and intensely
fr ui ted wines. Ch ehalem 's three disti nct estate vi neya rds ,

Dayton, Oregon 97114

Ri dgecrest, Stoller, and Corral Cre ek allow them to do just

Te l: 503 / 864-2700, Fax: 503/864-3377
Website: www.dom ain edrouhin .com

th at. These vineyards represent different so ils, elevation s,

Email : info@doma in edrou hin.com

and aspe cts, which contribute to unique single-vineya rd

Represented by David Millman, Arron Bell and Ashley Bell
Featured wine: 2006 Willamette Valley

wines .

Fou nded in 1988, Domaine Drouhi n Oregon produ ces
stunning Pinot Noir and Ch ardonnay wines that are noted
internationally for th eir pure expression of fruit, superior
balan ce, silky t exture, and cl assical eleganc e. The 225 -acre
estate is home to 100 acres of high-density vin eyards,
planted atop Oregon's Du ndee Hills. The wi nes are hand
crafted by fou rt h-gene ration wine maker vero nique Drouhin,
using t rad itiona l Burgundian techniq ues in Domaine
Drouhin Oregon's fo ur-level gravity flow winery. It is
Veron ique's mission to handle the fruit gently, allowing the
wines to reveal t he true character of the vineya rd and the
vintage. The res ult is wines of love ly balance.
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Fdlows Street
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BUILDINGS ARE LISTED
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

#38
#49
#25
#29
#62
#18
#44
#33
#36
#12
#59
#41
#5
#16
#26
#48
#35
#54
#40
#47
#64
#27
#58a
#5 8b
#37
#28
#4
#43
#9

Anderson Hall
Aquatics Building
Campbell Hall
Cook Hall
Commencement Green
Cozine Hall
Dana Hall
Dillin Hall
Elkinton Hall
Emmaus House
Facilities & Campus Safety
Frerichs Hall
Graf Hall
Greenhouse
Grover Hall
Health & Human Performance
Heating Plant
Helser Baseball Field
Hewitt Hall
HPApartments (Hewlett-Packard)
Intramural Field
Jane Failing Hall
Jereld R, Nicholson Library
Kenneth W. Ford Hall
Larsell Hall
Latourette Hall
Mac Hall
Mahaffey Hall
Malthus Hall
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Booth Bend Road
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#5 2
#1
#34
#10
#5 6
#31
#6
#15
#8
#63
#45
#14
#20
#13
#3 2
#2
#5 0
#55
#4 2
#61
#3 0
#7
#53
#39
#57
#3
#24
#46
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Maxwell Field
Melrose Hall
Memorial Fountain
Michelbook House
Miller Fine Arts Center
Miller Hall
Murdock Hall
Newby Hall
Northup Hall
Oak Grove
Observatory
Pioneer Hall
Potter Hall
President's Home
Renshaw Hall
Riley Hall
Rutschman Field House
Soccer Field
Softball Field
Sports Practice Fields
Suburbs
Taylor Hall
Ten nis Courts
Terrell Hall
Vivia n A, Bull Music Ctr,
Walker Hall
Whitman Hall
Withnell Commons

DOMAINE SERENE

LEMELSON VINEYARDS

6555 NE Hilltop Lane
Dayton, Oregon 97114

12020 NE Stag Hollow Road

Te l: 503/864'4600, Fax: 503/864'4500
Website: www.dom aineserene.com
Email: info@domai neserene.com

Tel: 503/ 852.6619, Fax: 503 /852.6119
Website: www. lemelsonvin eyards.co m
Email: info@lemelsonvin eyards.com

Represented by Ken & Grace Evenstad

Represented by Eric Lemelson and Ant hony King
Fe atured wine : 2006 Stermer Vineyard

Carlton , Oregon 97111

Featured wine: 2005 Two Barn s

A passion and commitment to produ ce the world's best

Eric Lemelson planted two acres of Pinot Noir as a hobby on

Pinot Noir led Ken and Grace to Oregon in 1989. They
fo unded Domaine Serene in the Dundee Hills located in th e

a hillside farm near Newberg in 1995. He enjoyed viticulture

North Willamette Valley, where Oregon Pinot Noir began

acres near Carlton and began to design a winery. Today,

and where its heart remains. Wit h three vi neyard estate s
totaling 312 acres and planted exclusively to Pinot Noir and

Lemelson Vineyards owns and manages 135 ac res at six
sites in three AVA's (Ya mhill Carlton , Du ndee Hills, and

Chardonnay, Domaine Serene's environmentally friend ly

Chehalem Mou ntains) in Yam hill Cou nty, taking adva ntage

farming practices and extremely low crop yields prod uce

of terroir diversity from multi ple soil types and elevations
ranging from 250 to 1,000 feet. All vineyards have been

consistently concentrated, award·winning wines. The
most famous wine critic in the World, Robert Parker, rated

so much that within two years he planted 17 additional

farmed orga nic ally fro m t he begin nin g, and have been

Domaine Serene as one of only two outstandi ng producers
of Pinot Noir in Oregon, and the 17th Annual Wine & Spirit's

certified organic since 2004. The gravity· flow winery refle cts

"Restaurant Poll" named Domaine Serene Pinot Noir as
the "Most Popular Oregon Pinot Noir" in the country. In the

Eric Lemelso n's background as an environmental lawyer,
and a "no·compromises" app roac h to wine quality.

now legendary Doma ine Serene vs . Domaine de la Romanee

Winemaker Anthony King crafts Pi not Noir, Chardonnay,

both a strong commitment to sustainability, grounded in

Conti blind tasting, Domaine Serene bested the most

Riesling, and Pinot Gris using wild yea sts, long patient

sought after Pinot Noir wines in France, wh ile renowned

elevage, and gentle processing. Their goal is to produce

wine writer, Anthony Dias Blue, declared Domaine Serene

distinctive wines th at speak clearly of their origin s.

the "Chateau Lafite of Oregon".

MAYSARA WINERY
15765 SW Muddy Valley Road
McM innville, Ore gon 97128

ELK COVE VINEYARDS
27751 NW Olson Road
Gaston, Oregon 97119
Te l: 503 / 985'7760, Fax: 503/985 ' 3525
Website : www.elkcove .com
Email: info@elkcove .com
Re presented by Adam Cam pbell and Shirley Brooks

Te l: 503 /84 3'12 34, Fax: 503 / 843'3434
Website: www.m aysa ra.com
Email: wine@maysa ra .co m
Rep resented by Tahmiene Momtazi and Moe Momtazi
Featu re d wine: 200 6 Delara

Featured wine: 2006 Rese rve, 30th Anniversary
Maysara Estate Win ery an d th e Momtazi Vineyards are
Founde d in 1974 by Pat and Joe Ca mpbell, Elk Cove

located in t he western foothills of the McMinnville AVA. The

Vineyards is one of Oregon's oldest and most res pected
wi ne prod ucers. The estate vineyard was planted in a

54o·acre estate is Oregon's largest biodynamically certified
vineyard. As one of the pioneers in Oregon 's biodynamic

protected valley where the name sake Roosevelt elk mi grate

viticulture, Maysara has been able to brin g balanc e to th e
vineyard and produc e a level of Pinot fruit revered and

each spring. Elk Cove Vineyards pro udly remains a family·
owned and operated win ery. Win emaker Adam Godlee

sought after by many Oregon and California winemakers.

Campbell produc es his wine s from outst anding vineyards

Since the winery's first release in 2001, Maysara Win ery

in the northern Willamette Valley. They employ gravi ty flo w
and gentle handling to protect the inherent qualities of the

has bee n able to ac hieve elegant, balance d, and seamless
win es yielding a tru e "sense of place" whilst produ cing

estate·grown fruit. Their focus is on the Pi not "trilogy":

Pinot Gri s, Pinot Blan c, Rose, and four distinct Pinot Noir

Pi not Noir, Pinot Gris, and Pin ot Blan c. Elk Cove Vineyards

wines. Winemaker Tahm iene Momtazi 's dedication to low

has produced sin gle·vin eyard Pi not Noir wines sin ce 1979.
Yi elds are kept to less t ha n two tons per acre for t he spec ial

dedica tion to pres erving th e integrity of the land avails

reserve bottlings.

Maysara to release the t rue po etry of Pin ot and its terroir.
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impact, natural winemakin g coupled with her father's
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PANTHER CREEK CELLARS

PATTON VALLEY VINEYARD
9449 SW Old Highway 47
Gaston, Oregon 97119

455 NE Irvine
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Tel: 50 3/472 -8080, Fax: 503/471-5667
Website : www.panthercreekcellars.com
Email: info@panthercreekcellars.com
Represented by Elizabeth Chambers and Bill Hanson
Featured wine: 2006 Freedom Hill
Panther Creek Cellars, located in McMinnville, Oregon, has
been producing ultra-premium Pinot Noir since 1986. Their
wines are made from grapes grown at some of Oregon's
finest vineyards. The goal in making Panther Creek wine
is simple; each wine should express the personality of
its vintage and the character of its vineyard as clearly
as possible. Panther Creek Cellars believes that this
expressiveness is the essence of great Oregon Pinot Noir.

Tel: 50 3/9 85- 3445, Fax: 503/985-0425
Website : www.pattonvalley.com
Email: info@pattonvalley.com
Represented by Jerry Murray and Monte Pitt
Fea ture d wine: 2006 Patton Valley Vineyard
Located in the northern reaches of Oregon's Willamette
Valley, Patton Valley Vineyard was founded in 1995 by
Monte Pitt and Dave Chen. All of Patton Valley's efforts
are focused on expressing the character of their site in the
handcrafted estate-grown Pinot Noir wines they produce.
Set on a hillside overlooking the Patton Valley outside of
Gaston, Oregon, the vineyard comprises 24 acres of densely
planted vines . Farmed using only sustainable vineyard
practices, yields are kept at or below two tons per acre
to ensu re proper ripe ning and fruit complexity. At Patton

PATRICIA GREEN CELLARS

Valley the winemaking philosophy is decidedly low-impact,

15225 NE North Valley Road

with the foremost tenet being to handle the wine as little as

Newberg, Oregon 97132

po ssible _ New wines from 100-percent estate-grown fruit go

Tel: 503/5 54-0821, Fax: 503/538-3681
We bsite : www.patriciagreencellars .com

directly into ba rrel following primary fermentation with out

Email: winery@patriciagreencellars .com

once just prior to hand bottling. Current production of Pinot

Represented by Patricia Green and Jim Anderson

Noir is approximately 2,000 cases annually.

settling, are aged on thei r lees, and are usually racked only

Featured wine : 2006 Ana Vineyard

PONZI VINEYARDS
Patricia Green Cellars is located in the Ribbon Ridge AVA of
Yamhill County on the 52-acre estate purchased in 2000 by
Patty Green and Jim Anderson . In addition to their Estate
Vineyard's production, fruit is sourced from some of the
outstanding older vineyards in the Dundee Hills and Eola

1466 5 SW Winery Lane
Beaverton, Orego n 97007
Tel: 503/62 8-1227, Fax: 503/628-0354
Website : www. ponziwi nes.com
Em ail: in fo@ ponziwines.com

Amity Hills AVAs. The focus over the years has increasingly

Rep resented by Luisa Ponzi and Maria Ponzi Foge lstrom

tilted toward producing distinct and provocative single

Feature d wi ne: 2006 Reserve

vineyard and individual block bottlings of Pinot Noir to
display the beauty and uniqueness of the terroir of these

For nearly four decades, Ponzi Vineyards has set the

sites. This has led to the bottling of as many as 20 separate
Pinot Noir wines in any given vintage . This obsessive,

standard for New World Pinot Noir_ Today it thrives under
second generation ownership maintaining its unwavering

Seinfeldian -like focus on the excruciating minutia and

commitment to producing top quality cool climate varietals

intricacies of growing and making Pinot Noir has created

and practicing responsible stewardship of the land. One of

a winery with all sorts of interesting and fun dysfunctions

America's fi rst women to be formally educated in Burgundy,

that are, surprisingly enough, apparently appealing to

Winem ake r Luisa Ponzi carefully blends her passion with

lovers of Pinot Noir. While seemingly chaotic from the
outside, the view from within reveals a finely formed

Her brother-sister management team, Michel and Maria,

true expertise, crafting wines of complexity and depth.

process capable of this diverse range· of distinct, nuanced,

oversee the operation and the family's 120 acres of L.I.V.E_

complex, and wholly individual Pinot Noir wines . Throw in

certified vineyards, all located within the Chehalem

some extremely good, though rare and largely unknown,

Mountain AVA. Ponzi wines are represented nationally by

Sauvignon Blanc into the mix and you have an eclectic and

Wilson Daniels Limited.

thoroughly Oregon winery.
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R. STUART & CO.

SCOTT PAUL WINES

845 NE 5th Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128

12850 Pine Street
Carlton, Oregon 97111

Tel: 866/472-6990, Fax: 503/472-7940
Website : www. rstu artandco.com
Email: winery@rstuart and co.com
Represented by Rob and Maria Stuart
Featured wine: 2006 Autograph
R. Stu art & Co. was founded in January 2002 in an old
granary in downtown McMinnville in the neighborhood
affect ionate ly known as the "Pi not Qu arter. " The team
includes wine maker Rob Stuart, his wife Maria who
manages public relations and collaborates with Trish
Rogers on sales and marketing, as well as resident
"champagne- ophile" Frank Blair. Sourcing fruit from their
favorite vineyards around the state including Te mperance
Hill, Melrose, Courting Hill, and Weber, R. Stuart & Co.
makes the wines they love: Pinot Noir, Pinot Gris, and
their beloved sparkling wine, Rose d'Or. The R. Stuart &
Co. wines are made in the classic Rob Stuart style; true to
the fruit each vineyard offers, graceful, honest, and warm.
They call their blend ed Pinot "Autograph," as they consider
it the quintessential Rob Stuart Pinot Noir. The everyday
Pi not wines are bottled with the Bi g Fire label, a whimsical

Tel: 503/8 52-7300, Fax: 503 / 852-7305
Website: www.scottpaul.com
Email: kellykarr@scottpaul.com
Represented by Scott Wright and Kelley Fox
Featured wine : 2006 La Paulee
Scott Paul Wines is ded icated exclusively to the artisanal
production of Oregon Pinot Noir of unco mpromised quality.
They believe that Pi not Noir, at its peak of expression, is
the ultimate wine of elegance and finesse, and all of their
efforts in the vineyards and winery are directed at capturing
the intoxicating aromas, the silky textures , and the complex
array of flavors that can only come from true cool -climate
Pinot Noir. Low yields (averaging less than 1.7 tons per acre)
and sustainable viticulture is their mantra in the vineyard.
All wild yeast fermentations, no inoculations, no enzymes,
no ad ditives, and bio dynamic practices provide Scott Pau l
Wines focus in the cellar. New oak is kept to no more than
20 percent.

SOKOL BLOSSER WINERY

reflection of their passion for new adventure and, of course,

5000 N E Sokol Blosser Lane

for wine.

Dayton, Oregon 97114

RAPTOR RIDGE

Tel: 503/864-2282, Fax: 503/864-2710
Websi te : www.sokolblosser.co m

130 West Monroe

Email: info@sokolblosser.c om
Represented by Russ Rosner and Alex Sokol Blosser

Carlton, Oregon 97111
Tel: 503/887-5595, Fax: 503/628-6255
Website: www.raptoridge .com
Email: info@raptoridge.com
Represented by Scott and Annie Shull
Featured wine: 2006 Raptor Ridge Estate, Adalfo's Block

Featured wine: 2005 Dundee Hills, Estate Cuvee
In 1971, Susan Sokol Blosser and Bill Blosser planted
grapes on just five acres in the Dundee Hills. As one of the
pioneerin g win eries of the region, Sokol Blosser has played
a key role i n developing and shaping the now prominent

Fou nded in 1995 by wine maker Scott Shull, Raptor Ridge
winery gets its name from the many families of raptors
- red-tailed hawks, kestrels, sharp-shinned hawks, and

Oregon wine industry, leadi ng the way wit h research in
vineyard cover crops, crop load, canopy management,
and sustai nable vineyard and winery practices. Their

Owls - that share the winery's 27-acre estate. The vineyard

barrel cellar set a precedent as the first winery building

is named "Tuscowallame" the indigenous word for "place
where the owls dwell." Raptor Ridge produces about 6,500

in the country to attain the U.s. Green Building Council's
prestigious LE ED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental

cases of wine per vintage year. Approxi mately nine different

Design) certification. The winery is family-owned and

cuvees comprise this case quantity, including Pinot Gris,

operated with second-generation siblings, Alex and Alison

several distinct vineyard designates, and consistent blends

Sokol Blosser, at the helm. Drawing from a now 75-acre

of Reserve and Willamette Valley Pi not Noir. Owners Scott

certified organic estate vineyard, winemaker Russ Rosner
works to cre ate wines of world-class quality, produced in a

and Annie Shull regularly taste through and segregate
every barrel into these select cuvees. Uncompromised

sustainable manner, which reflect the distinctive flavors of

quality is the focus, not quantity. In addition to the Raptor

t he grapes, soil, and climate, as well as the winery's values

Ridge brand, Scott is the consulting winemaker to four

and sense of place .

other Oregon wine brands. Annie manages business
development, and both are very active throughout the
Oregon wine industry. Occasionally, the Shulls see each
other at home.
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SOLENA CELLARS

VAN DUZER VINEYARDS

213 South Pine Street

11975 Smithfield Road

Carlton, Oregon 97111

Dallas, Oregon 97338

Tel: 503/852-0082, Fax: 503 / 852-9553
Webs ite: www. solenacellars.com

Tel: 503 / 62 3-6420, Fax: 503/623-4310
Website : www.van duzer.com
Email: info@vand uzer.com

Em ail: info@solenacellars.com
Represented by Laurent Montalieu and Danielle Andrus
Montalieu

Represented by jim Kakacek and Carl Thoma
Featured wine: 2006 Estate

Featured wine: 2006 Domaine Danielle Laurent
Nestled in the foothills of the coast range, Van Duzer is
After years in th e Oregon wine industry, Laurent Montalieu

among the firs t to benefit from cool evening breezes. The

and Danielle Andrus-Montalieu came together to cre ate an

temperate ocean breezes are carried to the Willamette
Valley t hrough the Van Duzer Corridor. The vineyards are

exciting family-operated winery, Soh~na Cellars. Soh!na,
t he co mbina tion of the words 'sun' and 'moon' in Fre nch, is
the name they gave to their daughter. Solena Cellars first

planted with a selection of clones that are perfectly suited

opened their doors in Carlton, Oregon in May of 2002 . Their

for the location. Pinol Noir vin es dominate the vineyard
with seven clonal varieties , ensuring optimal maturity in

nation al debut bega n with the 2003 vintage of Pinot Noir

addition to t he ran ge of flavors and textures offered by

and Pi not Gris from their estate vineyard, Domaine Danielle

the different clones each vintage . From the beginning,

Laurent, and select vineyard sites in Oregon. All of the
vineyard s from which they so urce, including the estate and

Van Duzer wines have been praised for their balance and

the historic 100-acre Hyland Vineyard, are cropped to low

subtlety. The grapes mature slowly over a sustained
growing season, gaining character and nuance while

yields and produ ce hi gh-quality fruit. Vineyard management

preserving the crisp, balanced character that pairs well with

tec hniq ues explore all aspects of viticulture, includin g
biodynamics, in order to create wines true to their ori gins.

food .

WESTREYWINE CO.
STOLLER

PO Box 386

16161 NE McDougall Roa d

Du nd ee, Oregon 97115

Dayton, Oregon 97114

Tel: 50 3/ 434- 635 7, Fax: 503/474-9487
Website: www.westrey.com

Tel : 503/864-3404, Fax: 503 / 864-2580
Website : www.stollervineyards.com
Email: info@stollervineyards.com
Represented by Melissa Burr and Cory Davi s

Email: info@westrey.com
Represented by Amy Wesselman and David Autrey
Featured wi ne: 2006 Oracle Vineyard, Dundee Hills

Featured wine: 2005 Stoller Yineyard Estate
Stoller Vineyards is an exceptional 373-acre parcel on the

Founded in 1993, Westrey represents the collaborative
winema king of Amy Wesselman and David Autrey.

southern slope of Oregon 's Dundee Hills. A turkey farm

Westrey employs traditional techniques such as small,

in the Stoller family since 1940, the property was planted

indigenous-yeast fermentation, hand punch-downs, and
a very limited use of new oak. A philosophy of minimal

in 1995 with Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. Since then, the
vineyard has grown to 170 acres, the majority of which is
Pinot Noir. In addition to the small production, premium
wines produced under their own label, Stoller Vineyards
has provided fruit to a number of notable Willamette

intervention dictates few rackings and no fining or filtration .
Techniques are adapted to individual lots, so that each wine
communicates its vineyard of origin. Reserve and single
vineyard bottlings emphasize Westrey's commitment to

Valley wineries including Adelsheim Vineyard, Argyle

Pi nat Noir. Amy and David farm 20 acres of Pinot Noir, Pinot

Winery, Chehalem, and Domaine Drouhin Oregon . Stoller

Gris, and Chardonnay, planted between 1977 and 2008, on

is Oregon's first and only LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) Gold Certified winery and welcomes

their 50-acre parcel of land in the Dundee Hills. They named
their vineyard "Oracle" out of reverence for the importance

visitors by appointment.

of "consulting the land first" when making decisions in the
winery.
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WILLAMETTE VALLEY VINEYARDS

YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS

8800 Enchanted Way

16250 SW Old sville Road

Turner, Oregon 97392

McMinnville, Oregon 97128

Tel: 503/588-9463, Fax: 503/588-8894
Website: www.willamettevalleyvineyards.com
Email: info@wvv.com

Tel: 503 / 843-3100, Fax: 503/843-2450
Website: www.yamhill. com
Email: info@ya mhil l.com

Represented by Jim Bernau and Forrest Klaffke

Represented by Stephe n Cary and Sandi Kolb

Featured wine: 2006 Tualatin Estate

Featured wine: 2006 Reserve

Led by winegrower Jim Bernau, Willamette Valley Vineyards

Yam hill Va lley Vineyards was esta blishe d in 1983 on a
Iso- acre estate in the foothills of th e Oregon Coast Range .

was founded in 1983 by thousands of Oregon wine
enthusiasts united by a dream to create a world-class
winery with wines expressive of the unique character of
the Willamette Valley AVA. Wine Enthusiast magazine has

The famil y-owned winery is the oldest in the recently
recognized McMinnville AVA. Yamhill Valley Vineyards
makes Pinot Noir, Pinot Gris, and Pin ot Blanc. From the

named Willamette Valley Vineyards as one of "America's

be ginning th ey have bee n stu bbornly dedi ca ted to the

Great Pinot Noir Producers." Tualatin Estate Vineyard was

atypical character istics of the AVA, and more specifi cally,

purchased from pioneering winemaker Bill Fuller in 1997,
which included some of the oldest Pi not Noir vines (planted

of their clay-rich site. The goal is to capture the perfect

1973) in Oregon. The people of Willamette Valley Vineyards

terro ir prod uces. All wines are estate-grown.

expression of robust intensity and charm that their unique

are deeply committed to being good stewards of the land,
using natural means to promote soil nutrition and vine
health.

WITNESS TREE VINEYARD
7111 Spring Valley Road NW
Salem, Oregon 97304
Tel: 503/585-7874, Fax: 503/362-9765
Website: www.witnesstreevineyard.com
Email: info@witnesstreevineyard.com
Represented by Steven W. Westby and Dennis D. Devine
Featured wine: 2006 Vintage Select
Witness Tree Vineyard believes that only by tending their
own vines can they produce the finest wines, using only
grapes grown in their 51 acres of vineya rd . Located nine
miles northwest of Salem, nestled in t he Eola Hi l.ls, the
site benefits fro m a southeastern exposure, whic h allows
the vineyard to warm early in the morning sun and stay
warm all day. The vineyard is farmed using sustainable
agricultural practices and is ce rtified by both the L.I.V.E.
and Salmon Safe organizations. Witness Tree Vineyard
mainly produces pre mium quality Pi not Noir but also grows
limited quantities of Chardonnay, Viognier, Pinot Blanc,
and Dolcetto. The winery is owned by Dennis and Carolyn
Devine. Steven Westby, in his 14th year at Witness Tree
Vineyard, is winemaker and vineyard manager.
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GUEST CHEFS
PAU l BACHAN D
Willa Kenzie Estate
19143 NE Laughlin Road
Yamhill, Oregon
Tel: 503/625 -1912
Website: www.willakenzie.com

Chef Paul Bachand moved to Oregon to refine his career in the
culinary arts. Paul honed his skills working his way through
the ranks of the kitchen all over the state of Oregon, as well
as France and Spain. His food has received local and national
press. After opening various restaurants throughout the
Willamette Valley, Paul was invited to cook at WillaKenzie Estate
as their private event chef to focus on featured event weekends,
winemaker dinners, and harvest dinners. With great dedication
to regional Oregon products, his menus often showca se sorbets
from Gamay Noir juice direct from the press, sauces finished
with grape lees, and hand picked edibles such as truffles,
nettles, wild mushrooms, and other foraged ingredients.

PETER BIRK
Ray's Boathouse
6049 Seaview Avenue Northwest
Seattle, Wa sh ington 98117
Tel : 206/782-0094, Fa x: 206/781-1960
Website: www.rays .com
Ray's Boathouse lured Chef Peter Birk in 2000 for the position
of Executive Sous Chef. In 2004, Ray's created the position of
Ch ef de Cuisine to reward Peter's outstanding level of leadership
and creativity in menu development and kitchen management.
He was promoted to Executive Chef in January of 2007. Although
quiet and unassuming, Chef Peter is locally famous for his
tireless pursuit and promotion of Northwest seafood and local
produce. He is a regu lar at the Ballard Sunday Farmers Market
and has actively become an authority on artisan cheeses, fresh
shellfish and crustaceans, sustainability, wild salmon, and
grass-fed beef. His skill for classically-based preparations with
modern twists is a perfect match to the versatility and variety
of seafood th at Ray's offers. Peter is an annual participant in
many charitable events. He also can be seen performing cooking
demonstrations at th e Pike Place Market and PCC Markets.

PHILIPPE BOUlOT
JASON BARWIKOWSKI
Clyde Common
1014 SW Stark Street
Portland , Oregon 97205
Tel: 503 / 228-3333
Website: www.c1ydecommon.com

Chef Jason Barwikowski of Clyde Common moved to Portland
in 2004. He worked for Brian Polcyn at Five Lakes Grill for three
yea rs de~eloping the desire to make food his life and then at
Paley's Place for one year, getting his feet wet in the Portland
restaurant arena. Following these experiences, he took on the
position of "dueling sous chef" along with Gabe Rucker at
Gotham Building Tavern, under Tommy Habetz. Taro Bravo' s
.chef John Gorham provided him with priceless experience and
constant work at Simpatico until the opening of Clyde Common
in May of 2007. According to Chef Barwikowski, "The local,
seasonal food movement in Portland seems to make cooking so
natural. Why, as a cook, would you not want to live here?"

lEIF BENSON
Timberline Lodge
Timberline, Oregon 97028
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Tel: 503/622-7979
Website : www.timberlinelodge .com

The Heathman
1001 Southwest Broadway
Portland, Oregon 97 205
Tel: 503/241-4100
Website: www.heathmanhotel.com

Philippe Boulot has spent 15 years at The Heathman
Restauran t and Bar creative ly blending traditional French
technique with the finest ingredients found in the Pacific
Northwest. Bou lot has nurtured relationships wit h more th an
50 food purveyors throughout the years to select the best
ingredients - from mushrooms and mussels to coffee and
chocolate. The Heathman has received national reco gnition,
including the Wine Spectator's "Best Award of Excellence,"
the "Fine Dinin g Hall of Fame" award from Nation's Restaurant
News, "Best Classic " in Gourmet Magazine's 2005 restau ran t
issue, and a Zagat award. A native of Normandy, Boulot
trained at some of the world's finest restaurants and with
wo rld-renowned chefs such as Joel Robuchon at the three -star
Michelin res taura ntjamin in Paris and Alain Senderens at
L' Archestrate. Boulot was the executive chef at the prestigious
Mark Hote l in New York City before arriving in Portland.

ELIAS CAIRO
Castagna
1752 Southeast Hawthorne Boulevard
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel: 503/231-7373
Website : www.c astagnarestaurant.com

Leif Benson has been the certified executive chef for Timberline
Lodge for the past 28 years. As President of the Oregon Chefs de
Cuisine Society, he founded and managed the Oregon Culinary
Olympic Team . In 1988 and 1992, the team competed in Frankfurt,
Germany, winning 16 medals. In 1997, Chef Benson was ind ucted
into the American Academy ofChefs for his outstanding
contribution to the culinary arts. He has served as a culinary
consultant and guest chef internationally for several Oregon
governors and at renowned resorts and hotels throughout China,
Thailand, Russia, Taiwan, and the Un ited States. In the fa ll of
2002, Chef Benson's culinary program at Timberline was featured
on the PBS documentary "The Great Lodges of America" . In
2009, he will be featured on the International Travel Channel'S
Northwest Travel Adventures. Currently, Chef Benson also serves
as an Agricultural Commissioner for the State of Oregon and
continues his pursuit of excellence in culinary adventures for
guests visiting Timb erline Lodge.

Born in Salt Lake City, Utah, Elias Cairo is the chef of Castagna
and Cafe Castagna . Elias grew up working at his fam ily's Greek
and American resta urants in Salt Lake City and Chicago and
becam e passionate about food at the age of 13 while working
on his family's farm in Alios Vassilious, Greece. There they
harvested olives, baked breads on a wood hearth, butchered
lamb, and prepared meals with wild game. Elias received
formal culinary training in Wildhaus, Switzerland and Kos,
Greece. He also attended Beruschefule Wattwil Trade School,
in Switzerland . Elias is excited by the variety of Oregon's
fresh local ingredients and is fully committed to supporting
the local farmers and food community. His food is above
all seasonal and simple, based on classical techniques and
inspired by the cuisines he experienced during his travels.
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FRED CARLO

JACK CZARNECKI

Salumeria di Carla

The Joel Palmer House

Dun dee, Oregon
Born in 1950 and raised in a small, mostly Italian American village
in western New York near his grandparents' farm , Fred Carlo's
happiest, childhood memories revolve around his gran dmother
and the good things that came out of her garden and kitchen.
In 1976, Fred moved to Oregon and settled into then the very
bohemian northwest Portland, making sausages in his home, and
at restaurants where he worked. In 1986 Fred started Salumeria di
Carlo, a wholesale sausage business. In the fall of 1987, his first
retail "Salumeria" was opened next to Pasta Works on southeast
Hawthorne and in 1990 a second was opened inside City Market in
northwest Portland . Fred sold the business in 1996 (after which it
was renamed Viandel living a "life of leisure and reflection" for six
years until 2002 when .he resumed Salumeria di Cario, wholesaling
to stores and restau rants . You can find Fred cooking saus ages
in four Portland farmers markets from April through November,
"chilling" in the winter someplace warmer than Oregon.

600 Ferry Street
Dayton, Oregon 97114
Tel: 503/864'2995, Fax: 503/864-3246
Website: www.joelpalmerhouse.com
Jack Czarnecki and his wi fe Heidi opened the joel Palmer
House in 1997. Located in Oregon's wine country, the
restaurant has received outstanding reviews in Food and
Wine and in the New York Times_ After his graduation from
UC Davis, he spent a year at Cornell's School of Hotel and
Restaurant Management. The james Beard Foundation
has named Jack as one of the top chefs in the country.
He recently appeared as a gues t chef in The jam es Beard
House in New York _jack is the author of th ree bo oks and
serves as a board member of the American Institute of Wine
and Food .

CHARLES DRABKIN

PASCAL CHUREAU

Edm onds Community College

fenouil

900 NW 11th Avenue
Portland, Ore gon 97209
Tel: 503/525-2225, Fax: 503/525 -2 224
Website: www.fenouilinthepearl.com
Born in Pessac, a large commune outside of Bordea ux,
Pascal Chureau came of age in the kitchen. As one of three
children, Pascal wou ld help his mother prepare dinner
every night. Cooking for his family, Pa sca l perceived the
magic of sharing a great meal. At 16 years of age, he told
his mother that he wanted to become a chef, and promptly
enrolled in the Ecole Hotelil!re de Bordeaux. Th ere, he
received rigorou s training in the classic French brigade
approach to running a kitchen. In 2005, Pascal and his
partners opened fenouil , an urban brasserie in the Parisian
tradition. Overlooking jamison Square park in Portland's
Pearl district, fenouil is warm, inviting, and plea santly
opulent. Most recently, Pascal was named as Executive
Chef of Lucier, a destination restaurant on Portland's South
Waterfront.

DUSTIN CLARK
Wildwood

1221 NW 21st Avenue
Portland , Oregon 97209
Tel: 503/248-9663
www.wildwoodre staurant.com
A South Dakota native, Dustin Clark began working
in re sta urants as a teenager after having spent his
youth fishing, hunting, and gardening. At the age of
18, he enrolled in the New England Culinary Institute in
Montpelier, Vermont. He did one of his externships at
Wildwood Restaurant in Portland , Oregon, where he then
went on to work for over a decade under th e mentorship
of its founder Cory Schreiber. In 2006, Du stin became chef
de cuisine at Wildwood, and a year later succeeded Cory
as executive chef. Dustin proudly carries on the Wildwood
tradition of "cooking from the source," using premium
ingredients from the bountiful farmlands of Oregon and
Washington and working closely with the regi on's farmers,
winemakers and cheese makers to produce a weekly
menu that reflect s the seasons and flavors of the Pacific
Northwest.
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20000 6Bth Avenue West
Lynnwood, Washington 98036
Te l: 425/640-1474
Website: www.edcc.edu
Growing up in McMinnville, food, wine, an d a re lationship
with the earth were instilled in Chef Charles fro m an early
age. Some of his earliest memories are of hiding in the hay
on his uncle's fa rm, picking vegetab les with friends in a
co mmunity garden and trout fi shing in local streams. He
has volunteered with the IPNC since he was old enou gh to
hold a knife, and is ecstatic to be ret urnin g as a featured
chef. Teaching student s has given him a chance to share
his passion fo r food and wine with the next genera tion of
Am erica's chefs. In addition to teachin g fulltime, he is very
active in local sustainability efforts includ ing Seattle's Chefs
Collaborative and sustainability efforts on campus.

THOMAS DUNKLIN
Red Star Tavern & Raost House

506 SW Washington Street
Portland, OR 97204
Tel: 503/2 22-0005
www.redstartavern.com
Born and raised in New Orleans, Tom survived long, hot Lou isiana
days grubbing down shellfish at the weekly "boils" in hi s
grandparen ts' yard. Tom moved to Albuquerque to attend the
University of New Mexico, where he studied journalism and film .
While in school, he worked at some of the city's top restaurants.
Upon graduating, Tom realized his years in the kitchen were training
for his true passion; cooking. Returning to New Orleans in 2000, he
worked at Delmonico under celebrity chef Emeril Lagasse, where he
learned to trust his palate. Tom moved to Seattle and began working
under Chef jan Birnbaum as a pastry and sous chef at Salerac. He
later moved to Tulia where he crafted cured meats working alongside
Executive Chef Walter Pisano. Additional positions include executive
sous chef at jsix and J-bar in San Diego, and executive sous chef at
Kufeto's in San Francisco. The evolution to Portland was natural.
"Portland's an up and coming culinary city that's focused on
sustainability," says To m. "The farmers and produce are amazing
and people are seeking out vibrant, quality food."
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BEN DYER

ELISE FINEBERG

Viande Meats & Sausage
735 NW 21St Avenue
Portland, OR 97 209
Tel : 503/221-3012
Website : www.viandemeatsandsausage.lbu.com

TASTE Restaurant
1300 first Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206 / 903. 5291
Website : www.tastes am .com

Benjamin Dyer is one of the chef/owners of Simpatica and Viande
Meats & Sausage. Originally from the Bi g Island of Hawaii,
Ben began co oking 12 years ago after receiving a Bachelor's
degree from Earlham College in Richmon d, Indiana. He moved
to Portla nd in 2003 to take over Viande Meats & Sausage, a local
charcute rie and artisanal butcher shop, along with his former
business partne r John Gorham, currently chef and owner of Toro
Bravo. After starting Simpatica sup per club, th ey then joined
forces with Jason Owens, building Simpatico Dining Hall and
Simpatica Catering in the old Pine Street Th eater building. Now
in partnership with Jason Owen s and David Kreifels, Ben spends
most of his time at Viande, where he and his staff cure meats,
make pates and sausages, and provide cu stom butchering.
Ben is also the resident wordsmith at Simpatica, sending out a
weekly email with their menus and happen ings to over 4,000
subscribers.

"My desserts are inspired by local, sustainable ingredients and
an impression of my imagination. I aspire to reveal the beauty
and scrumptiousness of the local seasonal fruits, nuts, dairy, and
of course ... chocolate." It was while she attended the California
Culinary Academy that Elise fineberg befriended sugar and
chocolate. At the end of her first class in baking and pastry, she
knew in what kind of kitchen she would land after graduation.
Wit h her degree in hand, she was hired at Citizen Cake, where she
worked with Elizabeth falkner. She further honed her baking skills
with Traci Des Jardins at jardiniere and Amaryll Schwertner at
Stars Restaurant. The collective in fluence of such esteemed chefs
helped define Elise's culinary philosophy. Her desserts reflect the
seasons and are simple, yet elegant. After a stint as the pastry
chef at Emilia's in Austin, Texas, Elise returned to San francisco in
2003 to a position as the executive pastry chef of Taste Catering.
Elise moved to Seattle in April 2007 to join the TASTE Restaurant
team.

TRACI EDLIN
Edmands Community College
20, 000 68th Avenu e West
Lynnwood, Washington 98036
Tel: 425 /640-1474
Website: www.edcc.edu
Traci's passion for food and cooking started early. She grew
up in th e Pacific Northwest eating locally grown foods . f ond
memories of fam ily vacations involved salmon fi shing, clamming
and crabbing in Pu get Sound, and going to Eastern Washington
to pick apples, tomatoes, nectarines, and asparagus. She
re mem bers coming home from school to help her mom
make pasta, drying it all over the kitchen. Being at Edmonds
Community College for the past 14 years has allowed her to
take her passion and convey it to her students. "One of my
greatest joys is watching students grow from the time they enter
our program where th ey have never held a knife to when th ey
graduate and have started a successful career in the hospitality
industry."

KEN FORKIS H
Ken's Artisan Bakery
338 NW 21st Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209
Tel: 503/248-2202
Website: kensartisan.com
After having trained at the San Francisco Baking Institute, the
National Baking Center, CIA Greystone, Toscana Saporita in
Tuscany, and the Paul Bocuse Institute, Ken forkish opened Ken's
Artisan Bakery in November 2001. His bakery, which is also a
cafe, is known for organic rustic bread, classic Parisian baguettes,
and patisserie reminiscent of Paris's best. Ken buys directly from
Northwest growers and features local, in-season produce. Many
of Portland's finest restaurants serve Ken's bread: Paley's Place,
Higgins, Navarre, Fife, and Park Kitchen. Ken's Artisan Bakery
has been featured in Gourmet magazine's "Best Restaurants
in America" and Bon Appetit magazine. In 2006, Ken opened a
pizzeria with a wood·fired oven called Ken 's Artisan Pizza.

LAU REN FORTGANG

JOHN EISENHART
Pazzo Ristorante
621 SW Washington Street
Portla nd, Oregon 97205
Tel: 503/228-1515, fax: 503/2 28-5935
www.pazzo.com

Paley's Place
1204 NW 21st Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209
Tel: 503/243-2403
Website: www.paleysplace.net

John Eisenhart, executive chef at Pazzo, has captured the
attention and respect of some of the greats in the culinary
world, working wit h four james Beard Award-winning chefs. He
began building his career at famous restaurants starting in San
francisco at Aqua Restaurant and the four·star french restaurant
Masa's. His versatility became apparent when he moved from
pastry assistant to saucier at the famed french restau ra nt La
Grenouille in New York. With a growing reputation and expanding
skill set, John landed a coveted spot as sous chef working with
Mario Batali to open Babbo in New York's West Village. In Italy,
John worked with .top chefs in some of the finest boutique
kitchens in Lucca, Venice, and Alba. It was in Italy that John
developed his cooking style of creating fresh, simple, robust, and
clean flavors. He spent his first two years in Portland working as
sous chef for Chef Philippe Boulot at The Heathman Restaurant
until 2003 when he became executive chef at Pazza.

As the pastry chef at Paley's Place in Portland, Oregon,
Lauren fortgang is in her element with access to such a wide
variety of local, seasonal produce for her dessert creations.
Lauren's desserts have been praised in publications such as
the Washington Post, New York Magazine, Food Arts, and
Chocolatier. Her recipe for Banana Cake with Mascarpone frosting
was featured on the cover of th e March 2005 issue of Food and
Wine. lauren was captivated with New York City after a visit to the
james Beard House in 2001 and soon found a position as a pastry
cook at the now celebrated Craft. In 2002, she was promoted to
assistant pastry chef, and in 2003, Craft's chef de cuisine asked
if she would become the pastry chef at his new venture, Hearth.
Hearth gave Lauren the perfect forum for her elegant seasonal
updates of classic desserts. In 2004, Hearth was nominated for a
james Beard Award for "Best New Restaurant."
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LAURIE LEHNER FURCH
Red Fox Bakery
328 NE Third Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Tel: 503/434-5098
Educated at the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park,
New York , Laurie Lehner Furch moved to Oregon with her
husband Jason to begin an artisan baking program at
Sa/ishan Lodge in Gleneden Beach, Oregon . She th en
became th e pastry chef at the Black{ish Cafe, and opened
the Red Fox Bakery in lincoln City. The bakery moved
to McMinnville in 2003. Her breads focus on traditional,
old school methods, and the bakery uses organic, local
product s wheneve r possible . The bakery's philosophy is to
prese rve th e past while educating peop le about food history
and about incorporating bread and wheat products into a
healthy, balanced lifestyle.

JO HN GORHAM
Taro Bravo
120 NE Russell Street
Portland, Oregon 97212
Tel : 503/281.4464
Website: www.torobravopdx.com
John Gorham began his culinary career at the age of 15 when
he walked into his first professional kitchen. He comp leted
an apprentices hip with the ACF in Williamsburg, Virginia,
before making his way to Eugene. At Cote lenon , John learned
all he could about charcuterie. In California John worked in
various restaura nts such as Citron in Oakland and LuLu in
San Francisco and had the opportunity to work with forme r
executive chef of Chez Panisse, Jean Pierre-Moulie at Caffe
Centro. Relocating to Portland, John was chef de cuisine for
Fratelli and chef at Tuscany Grill. In 2003, John purchased
Viande Meats and Sausage. The following summer, John and
his busi ness partners created a supper club and cater in g
company called Simpatico. Simpatica was named number one
"Meals of the Year" by USA Today. Writer Jerry Shriver ca lled
John's paella, "the best paella I've had in the USA." John is
now chef and owner of Tara Bravo, a Spanish tapas-in spired
restaurant.

TOMMY HABETZ
Tel: 503/228-1250
Tommy Habetz began his culinary career in the kitchen of Bobby
Flay's flagship restaurant Mesa Grill in New York City. He went on
to work for Mario Batali at Po Restaurant. He was sent to Italy to
train under Paola di Mauro at her home and vineyard just outside
of Rome, being one of the few Americans to do so. He used his
training to help open Mario's roman restaurant Lupa . After Lupa,
Tommy went to work for Drew Nieporent's Myriad Restaurant
Group, opening their Tuscan restaurant Lucca in the Boca Raton
Resort and Club. Tommy moved to Portland in 2002. After a brief
time at Lucere, Genoa, and Navarre, Tommy became the chef at
Ripe. He opened th e Gotham Building Tavern in 2005 to much
critical acclaim. Unfortunately, it was short lived. Having recently
left Meriwether's Restaurant and Casino, Tommy has started
working on his own project which will open sometime in the fall
of 2008.
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CRAIG HETHE RINGTON
TASTE Restuarant
1300 Fir st Avenue
Seattle, Wa shington
Tel: 206/654-3246
Website: www.tastesam.com
"As a chef, it is my responsibility to support the local farmers.
It is my goal to ingrain that responsibility into everybody who
comes on board so that when they move on they have that sense
of awareness. I don't want them to look at food as something
that comes out of a box." Craig Hetherington spent his
childhood in Pittsburgh. He comes from a family of avid cooks
and gardeners who spent summers preserving the bounty. After
high school, Craig decided to take a year off before attending
cooking school. That year became seven as he hopped around
the country to pursue his love of cycling. In 1998, he realized it
was time to get serio us about his future, so he enrolled in the
culinary program at South Seattle Community College. With
degree in han d, he began his professional cooking career at
Elliott's Oyster House. Subsequently, he cooked at Baci Catering
and Stimson-Green Mansion before joining TASTE Restaurant
as the sous chef in March 2007. He was promoted to executive
chef a yea r later. He is a member of Chef's Collaborative and has
served on the board for four years.

MARK HOSACK
Consulting Chef
Beaverton, Oregon
Tel: 503/351-3011
Agraduate of New York's Culinary Institute ofAmerica, Mark
has been cooking in the Portland area for 20 years, where he
contributes his extensive knowledge of classic American comfort
foods. He has a deep appreciation for the freshness of ingredients
available to area chefs. In addition to visiting local farmers
markets, he deals directly with local producers and growers to
procure the finest ingredients. Chef Hosack has appeared as a
guest chef at the famous james Beard House in New York City and
won the Portland Iron Chef competition in 2003. He joined the
culinary team at Lucier Portland in April of this year.

CHRIS ISRAEl
23 Hoyt Restaurant & Bar and Saucebox
529 Northwest 23rd Aven ue
Portland, Oregon 97210
Tel: 503/445-7400
Website: WWW.23hoyt.com
Christopher Israel, executive chef at 23Hoyt and Saucebax, is a
fifth generation San Diegan of Mexican-American descent. Chris
was inspired early in life by time spent with his grandmother
in her kitchen. Chris attended college at UC Berkley where he
graduated in 1986 with his Bachelors in Art History. To earn a
living while attending school he started working in restaurants
and was a Maitre d'H6tel at Square One and then at luni Cafe.
It was during this time in 1987 that he met Bruce Carey, a new
friend and his future business partner. After travels in Europe
and just one year after moving to Portland , in 1990 Chris and
Bruce opened their first restau rant, le{iro. Chris went on a
sabbatical to Asia in 1994 where he traveled extensively. Upon
his return in 1995 they opened Saucebox. In 1999 he moved
to New York City to take a job as an Associate Art Director for
Vanity Fair Magazine where he stayed until 2005. He then
returned to the stoves at Saucebox. In 2006 he opened 23Hoyt
Restaurant and Bar. His cuisine has been featured in The New
York Times, Gourmet, Bon Appetit, Sunset, and USA Today.
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HIROSHI KOJIMA

KEITH LUCE

Bush Garden
8290 SW Nyberg Road
Tualatin, Oregon 97062
Tel: 503/691-9744

The Herbfarm
14590 NE 14Sth Street
Woodinville, Washington 98072
Tel: 425/485-5300
Website: www.theherbfa rm_com

A Portland tradition for over 40 years, Bush Garden serves
fine japanese cuisine featuring delicious specialties of
sushi, sashimi, tempura, and teriyaki dishes_Bush Garden
Tualatin provides lakeside outdoor dining during the
summer with Friday concerts by the lake in july and August.
Many international visitors make this restaurant their
home away from home _Bush Garden's sushi has become a
tradition at the IPNC's Sparkling Finale Brunch .

PIERRE KOLISCH
juniper Grove Farm
2024 SW 58th Street
Red mond, Oregon 97756
Tel: 541/923-8353
www_junipergrovefarm.com

Pierre Ko lisch has been making farm stead goat cheeses for
over 20 yea rs at juniper Grove Farm. The dairy in Redmond
on t he high plateau of Central Oregon specializes in
unpasteurized cheeses including mold ripened styles and
firm, mountain style tommes. Pierre Kolisch emphasizes
unpasteurized surface ripened buche, pyramid, otentique,
and the firm, cellar-aged Tumolo Tomme and Redmondo.
They currently milk 110 goats and make cheese seven days a
week (fresh milk makes the best cheese). Their small honor
system shop is open for walk-ins from Monday through
Satu rday.

DAVID KREIFElS
Simpatico Dining Hall
82 8 SE Ash Street
Portland, Orego n 97214
Tel: 503 / 235-1600
Website : www.simpaticacatering.com

Chef Dave Kreifels was born in Portland and had the oppor
tunity to watch the local food scene grow fro m its infancy
in to the fu ll fledged food city Portland has become. He was
the sous che f at Tuscany Grill under both john Gorham and
Paul Dicarli. Dave's style is best described as Italian Tratto
ria, coo king Italian food using northwest ingredients. Dave
works closely with local farmers and food providers, and
is constantly striving to find the best that the region has to
offer. Dave came to Simpatico when Simpatico Dining Hall
was built in janua ry of 2006, and has been instrumental in
helping Simpatico Dining Hall become what it is today. In
2007, Dave became part owner of Simpatico, and along with
Jason Owens, is one of th e head chefs of Simpatico Catering
and Simpatico Dining Hall.
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Keith Luce t ook the helm as The Herbfarm's exe cutive ch ef
in 2007. As a you ngster he worked in his grandfa ther'S
Italian resta urant in the Hamptons_Luce trained in New
York at th e Rainbow Room, Le Cirque, and La Cote Basque,
getting A-li st tutorials from chefs Jacques Torres and jean
jacques Rac hou. Ke ith spent a year workin g wi th chef
Walter Schieb at the Gree nbrier Resort in West Vi rginia.
Based on that experience, chef Luce was tapped by the
White House as sous chef to the President of the Un ited
States during the fi rst Clin ton administration_ In 1997, Food
& Wine chose Luce as one of America's "Top 10 Chefs."
A year later, as the opening chef of Chicago restaurant,
Spruce, th e james Beard Foundation nam ed him "Rising
Star Chef of t he Yea r." Keith the n served as exec utive ch ef
at the 5-Diamond Relais & CMteaux Little Ne ll in As pen. In
1999, he became execut ive ch ef at Plumpjack, overseeing
their restaurants in California_At 33 years of age and with
his long resume, Keith opened Mere nda in San Francisco.
At Merenda, the pasta dish es were " beyond co mpare,"
accordi ng to Michael Bau er, food critic of San Francisco
magazin e, who also enjoyed "one of the most satisfying
soups" he'd ever eate n. As John Mariani stated in Esquire,
"What sets Luce apart is the excep tional fin esse with which
he brings off his creatio ns."

AUTUMN MARTIN
Thea Chocolate
3400 Phinney Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98013
Tel: 206/632-5100, Fax: 206/632-0413
Website: www.theochocolate.com

Autumn Martin began her career in the food indust ry as
the pastry chef at the wo rld renowned restaurant, Canlis
in Seattle. It was there th at she discovered the diverse
world of chocolate, which moved her to begin a ca reer
exploring the luscious fruit turned confection . Autumn
is now Chocolatier of Thea Chocolate, which is the first
organic, Fair Trade chocolate factory in the United States_
Autumn has helped grow Thea from the beginning stages
since its opening in the sprin g of 2006. Since th en, it has
won nation"l awards and is leading th e orga nic chocolaie
movemen t in the states. As a fourth ge nera tion Washington
native, Autumn is committed to keepin g local agricu ltu re
alive by supporting our farmers and usin g seasonal
ingredients in her ch oco late creati on s.
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ROCKY MASELLI

TYLER MORITZ

Marche Restaurant
296 East Fifth Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Tel: 503 / 342 -3612
www.marcherestaurant.com

Union
1400 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101
Tel: 206 / 838-8000
Website: www.unionseattle .com

Roc ky spent his earliest yea rs on a California ranch surrounded
by fruit orchards, olive trees, livestock, a~d vegetable. gardens.
When he wa s ten, his family moved to Bntlsh Columbia, where
Ro cky could be found cooking fresh fish, oysters, and mussels
at his family's marina and seasonal restaurant. After graduating
from the restaurant management program at San FranCIsco
City College in 1990, he worked with the French hotel company
Safitel, as executive sous chef for 1/ FornalO, and as chef de
cuisine at/oBar and Rotisserie in northwest Portland. In june of
199 8, he became chef de cuisine for Marc~e and ':'las pro~.oted
to executive chef in 2004. Rocky has Inhented a rich tradition
of worki ng with local farmers, foragers, and wine producers
to bring together a seasonal, regional men u that is a perfect
marriage of Oregon bounty and French cu linary tradition . Rocky
was selected to attend Slow Food' s prestigious Terra Madre
conferen ce in Turin, Italy in the fall of 2006.

Tyler Moritz, a 2000 graduate of the New York Culinary Institute
ofAmerico, spent the early part of his cooking career at janos in
Tucson, Arizona, working under james Beard Award-winning chef
Janos Wilder. In 2003, he arrived in Seattle and began sharpening
his skills along·side Ethan Stowell at Union,and john Sundstrom at
Earth & Ocean and later at Lark. In 2006, Moritz returned to Union
and became chef de cuisine in 2007. Union is Ihe flagship restauranl
of chef Ethan Stowell, who was recently honored with a jomes Beard
Award nomination for " Best Chef Northwest" and one of the 2008
"Best New Chefs" in Ameri ca by Food & Wine magazine. located just
steps from Seattle's Pike Place Market, Union has received numerous
accolades from cu linary publications including Food & Wine, Wine
Spectator, and Gourmet. Union was named one of John Mariani's "21
Best New Restaurants in the USA." Esquire magazine and Food &
Wine named it one of the "Top 376 Restaurants in the World."

JOHNNY NUNN

TRAVIS MASON
Portland Roasting
340 SE 7th Avenue
Portland, Ore gon 97214
Tel: 503/ 236.737, Fax: 503 / 231.29 01
Website : www. portlandroasting.com

After living in professiona l kitchens for 15 years, ChefT~avis
Mason put the restaurant business on hold to pursue his love
for coffee. He moved to the Northwest about 15 years ago
from Virginia and has been heading up kitchens in Montana
and Idaho for the past eight years. As chef and owner of The
Tartan Cafe in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, his passion for coffee
started to grow. When he and his wife decid~d to move .
back to Oregon, Portland Roosting seemed like a good fit.
Travis participated as a judge at the 2008 Honduras Cup Of
Excellence competition and not on ly sourced out coffee, but
also.found some time to do some cooking while in San Pedro
Sula. In his free time, Travis enjoys producing music and
spending time with his wife Christy and thei r son Macrory.

SEAN McKEE
Roux
1700 North Killingsworth Street
Portland, Oregon 97217
Tel : 503 / 285-1211, Fax: 503 / 285-1211
Website: www.rouxrestaurant.com

Sean McKee, executive chef at Roux Restaurant has been
called "Portland's new classic" by Karen Brooks of the
Oregonian . He cooks from the heart whether for his guests,
friends, or family. Hailing from a family of chefs, Sean
picked up professional skills from Bill H.atchet, the chef
at Cote Zenon in Eugene. Next he was hired on to revamp
the kitchen at Turtles Restaurant in Eugene. At Roux, Sean
smokes and cures all of the meats and sausages
in-house and create dishes utilizing these sp ecialties.
Recently returning from a work-study at New Orlean s famed
Commanders Palace and being named "Best New Chef,"
in the Portland Sentinel in 2007, Sean's expectations are
high and encouraging. His dishes are inspired by fresh local
ingredients and good old-fashioned southern hospitality.
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(five-o-three) Restaurant & Bar
21900 Willame tte Drive
West lin n, Ore gon 97068
Tel: 503/607-0960
Website : www.restaurant50 3. com

johnny Nunn is the executive chef and owner of
(five·o-three) Restaurant and Bar in West Linn, Oregon and of (five·
o-three) Cafe and Catering in lake Oswego,Oregon. He learned
the love of cooking from his mother, Sue, wh o resides in Virgi nia
near Chesapeake Bay where chef Nunn first glimpsed the wonders
of cooking that remains at the heart of his style. After graduation,
Johnny moved to San Francisco and worked for Mark Franz at
Farallon. He helped open Town Hall Restaurant with Mitchell and
Stephen Rosenthal. After a move to New York City, he became
the private dining chef at Eleven Madison Park initially under
chef Kerry Heffernan and then Michelin rated Swiss chef Daniel
Humm. In 2006 johnny helped chef Karen Bell open Restaurante
Memento in Madrid , Spain . He returned to New York City, and
helped launch Hudson Yards Catering with Chefs Micha el Ro mano
and Robb Garceau . Johnny came to Oregon in 2007. He has a style
that focuses on fresh, loca l ingred ients, inte nse flavors, and a
combination of new and old techniques.

JASON OWENS
Simpatica Dining Hall
828 SE Ash Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel: 503/956-6494
Website: www.si mpaticacatering.com

jason Owens moved to Portland in 1996 after graduating from
the New England Culinary Institute in Montpelier, Vermont. After
working with two highly talented chefs in Mark Gould of Alwaters
and Vitaly Paley of Paley' s Place, he decided that this was the only
place for a cook that is interested in working with the mother lode
of edibles that Oregon offers. In the summer of 2003, jason teamed
up with long time frien d David Pad berg of Park Kitchen to start Axis
Supper Club, cooking dinners in his backyard with an assortment
of produce from the garden. Then his wife kicked them out of the
backyard. Axis Supper Club went on to cook at many different
locations including Pix, Shogren House, and Pork Kitchen until
December 2004. In january of 2005, jason joined the Simpatico and
Viande team as chef and owner.
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VITALY PALEY

CARMEN PEIRANO & ERIC FERGUSON

Paley's Place
1204 NW 21st Ave nue
Portland, Oregon-97209
Tel: 503/243-2403
www.paleysplace. net

Nick' s Italian Cafe
521 NE Third Street
McMin nville, Oregon 97128
Tel: 503/ 434-4471
Website : www. nicksitaliancafe .co m

lured to Portland from New York in 1995 by the bounty of the
Pacific Northwest, Vitaly Paley is one of the regio n's leading
chefs. As chef and co-owne r of Paley's Place, his cooking
is based on simple preparations of local, sustainably grown
ingredients. As the 2005 recipient of the James Beard Award
for " Best Chef Northwest", Vitaly prides himself as one of the
leaders of the movement to define regional Northwest cuisine;
from the line-caught wild salmon in the Columbia River to Oregon
strawberries. In 1995, Vitaly and his wife Kimberly moved to
Portland an d opened Paley' s Place. The restaurant and Vita ly's
inspired cuisine draw praise, both locally and nationally. Paley' s
Place has been featured in The New York Times, Gourmet, Food
& Wine, Oprah, USA Todoy, and the Food Network. Vitaly and his
wife, Kimberly, will publish "The Paley's Place Cookbook: Recipes
and Stories from the Pacific Northwest" in October of 2008.

Nick's Italian Cafe, an Oregon wine country institution, celebrated
its 31st anniversary and a ch anging of the guard. Nick's daughter,
Carmen Peirano and her fiance Eric Ferguson have take n over the
direction of the restaurant. After stints at Zebra an d Barrington ' s,
Eric Ferguson became executive chef of Salute Ristoran te. He
then headed off for Umbri a and the kitch en of chef lorenzo
Polegri. Upon return, Eri c spent a year at Quince in San Francisco.
Carm en Peira no was ra ised in the ki tchen at Nick' s, making fresh
pasta wi th her father and grandparents. She left to pursue what
would become a 16-year long modeling career. After completing
the culinary program at San Francisco City College, she interned
at Quince. Afte r meeting, the couple headed to Umbria whe re
Carmen took a place in lorenzo's kitchen and Eric worked at a
local pasticche ria and salumaria. The cou ple also spent time
wo rking harvest with a family in Canonica and learning their
traditions at Trattoria di Peppe. One year into their chapter at
Nick' s, the couple is ecstatic about the ir surroundings, and the
privilege to be associated with Oregon wine country.

ROBERT PARTIDA
La Rambla
238 NE Thrid Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Te l: 503/435 -2126
www.laramblaonthird.com

ROBERT REYNOLDS

Robert has worked at several distinguished resta urants,
most notably Zuni Cate, Clementine, Chez Michel, and Chez
Le Pere Gras in la Tronche, France. For several yea rs, Robert
followed his passion for wine as a distrib utor in Portland. He
the n ret urned to the kitche n as chef for Anthony's, a Kemper
Sports Property in Westp ort, Washington. Robert's love of
Spanish cuis ine and Spa nish culture is deep rooted. "Traveling
around Spain, I felt li ke I had co me home... like I was back
in my grandmothers' kitchen again." On Spain's current
culinary developments, he says: "Spai n has one of the oldest
culinary tradi tions wh ile also one of the most innovati ve. This
conflue nce of new and old makes anything possi ble."

STEPHANIE PEARL KIMMEL
Marche
296 East Fifth Ave nue
Eugene, Oregon 97401
Tel: 5111/342-3612
www.marcherestaurant.com

Robert Reynolds' Chef Studio
2818 SE Pine
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel: 503/233-1934
www.robertreynoldschefstudio.com
Robert Reynolds offers tra ining at the Chef Studio in Portland,
Orego n to ca ndidates interested in becoming good cooks. A new
four-week program in Gascony, in southwest France, extends the
training that starts at the Chef Studio in Portland to ensure that
students understand this food in its own language an d at the
sou rce. He shares a wealth of information based on extensive
and varied experiences and years training cooks in the United
States and Fra nce. The focus and scope of his courses reflect a
love of place that is almost limitless, an d is backed by networks,
resources, people, products, and ideas. Classes are small
enough to offer a one-on-one tran sfer of ideas, with Robert
as mentor. He is curre ntly at work on a book with Vitaly and
Kimberly Paley, schedu led for release in October 2008.

ALLEN ROUTT
The Painted Lody
201 South CollegeStreet
Newberg, Oregon 97132
Tel: 503 / 538-3850
www.thepaintedladyresta urant.com

In 1972, Stephanie opened the Excelsior Cafe in Eugene,
pioneeri ng a northwest cu li nary movement wit h her use of
season al menus that celebrated the bounty of the region. The
Excelsior was also the fi rst restau rant of its kin d in Oregon
to feature wines of the yo ung Oregon wine industry. After
selling the Excelsior in 1993, Step hanie explored th e regiona l
markets and vineyards of France, furthe r sharpening her
foc us and commit ment to market-oriente d cooking. later she
was chosen by King Estate Winery to develop an intensive
cu lin'ary program, where she co mpiled and edited "Th e King
Estate Pi not Gris Cookbook" and "The King Estate Pinot
Noi r Cookbook". Currently Stephanie is chef an d owner
of three restaura nts in Eugene : Marche, Marche Cafe, and
Marche Museum Cafe. Stephan ie was nominated as " Best
Che f Northwest" by the James Beard Foundation in 2006. In
October of 2006, she opened Marche Provisions, a specialty
food emporium promoting seasonal and sustainable cooking.

Allen Routt enrolled at the Culinary Insitute ofAmerica at 19
years of age. While there he inte rn ed with Bradley Ogden at
One Market in San Francisco. After graduati ng in 1994, Routt
landed a spot on the line at Patrick 0' Connell's Inn at Little
Washington. From there he took a job with acclaimed Chef Jean
louis Palladin, first of Pesce, the n at the Watergote Restaurant.
After a trip abroad in 1998 to eat his way throu gh Fran ce, Spain,
and Italy, Routt moved to Miami to open Mark's Sauth Beach
with chef Mark MiliTe llo. On the recommendations of friends,
Routt then set his sights on Californ ia's Napa Valley. All of
these varied experiences serve Alle n Ro utt we ll at The Painted
Lady, where he has access to local fine wines, as well as a
superb variety of fres h produce and coastal fish.
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BRIAN SCH EEHSER

GABRIEL RUCKER
Le Pigeon
738 East Burnside Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel : 50 3/ 546-8796
Website : www.lepigeon.com

Trellis at the Heathman Hotel
220 Kirkland Avenue
Kirkland , Washington 98 033
Tel: 425 / 284-5900
Website: www.trellisrestaurant.net

Gabriel Rucker began his culinary career by dropping out
of Santa Rosa junior College's culinary program when
he was 18. He then held several jobs in the Napa Valley
and Santa Cruz. In Gabriel's words he, " made salads for
banquet s, asked lots of questions, and learned lot s of
stuff," and found enough freedom in the kitchen to develop
his own style infused with creativity and hone sty. In 2003
Gabriel moved to Portland and landed a job at Paley's Place
wh ere he worked for two years. In 2005 he was hired as
the sous chef at The Gotham Building Tavern . In June of
200 6 Gabriel started at Le Pigeon. Since then Gabri el was
named Portland Monthly's " Chef of the Year" in 2006, the
Oregonian' s " Rising Star Chef" in 2006, Restaurant and
Hospitality Magazine ' s "Rising Star" of 2007, Food and
Win e Magazine named him among the " Best New Chefs of
2007" , and he was a nominee for the james Beard Award for
"Ri sing Star Chef 2008 ."

Executive Chef Brian Scheehser leads a celebration of small
scale, farm -to-table dining at Trellis, The Heathman Hotel
Kirk land's restaurant and bar. An avid gardener, Trellis'
menus are in spired by what Chef Scheehser selects from ttie
region's bounty, particularly the fresh produce he hand-tends
on his thre e-acre garden. Rooted in the simplicity of country
Italian and French cooking and influenced by cutting edge
north west cookery, Chef Scheehser has a true appreci ation
for t he use of fresh, regional ingredients at the height of t heir
seasonality. Tra ined at the Culinary Institute ofAmerica, Ch ef
Scheehser has nearly 30 years of experience including stints
at Chicago's L' Escargot, Chicago's Hotel Nikko restaurant,
the Chicago Sheraton and the Hunt Club at the Sorrento
Hotel in Seatt le. He is a member of Slow Food and is involved
with the Washington Wine Association.

ADAM SAPPINGTON
Th e Country Cat Dinner House & Bar
79 37 SE Stark Street
Portland, Oregon 97215
Tel: 50 3/408'1417, Fax : 503 / 408 -1417
Website : www.thecountrycat.net
When Adam Sappington speaks of his passion for food, it is
passion slow-baked over the steady heat of the farmlands
of Central Missouri. Growing up in Jefferson City, Adam's
earliest memories are of family-style meals featuring local
ingredients. This farmland culinary heritage simmered for
11 years , waiting patiently, like the food Adam prepares,
for the perfect moment. The Country Cat Dinn er House &
Baropened April 27, 2007 . After culinary school, Adam
spent 11 years at Wildwood Restaurant and Bar. It is here
that Adam cultivated the network of farmers who he works
with today. Sappington has manifested a style that has a
farm-to -table element, from uSing every part of an animal
he gets in, to telling the story of the vegetable an d wh y he
uses a particular cooking method to bring out the best of
th e vegetable. Th e Country Cat is a culmination of family
hi story, culinary experience, and networking to source the
best local ingredients.

MOLLY SCHAEFER PRIEST
Pastry Chef
Portland , Oregon
Molly's culinary career began as garde-manger of th e Ritz
Carlton in Chicago and continued with her move west to
Portland . Molly began working at Genoa Restaurant as
a line cook and moved into the revolving chef rotation ,
res ponsibl e for developing, organizing, and preparing
the seven course prix-fixe menu . After Genoa she start ed
a career as a chef consultant including making trips to
Korea and Taiwan to demonstrate cooking techniques with
northwest seafood. In addition to her consulting business
Molly spends a great deal of time volunteerin g. Molly
donates her time to various organizations, usin g cooking
classes and food and wine pairing dinners as fundraisers.
She has worked in the kitchen at the International Pinot
Noir Celebration for the past 13 years .
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NELIA SERAPION
Pinacchio Bar & Restaurant
910 SW Salmon
Portland, Oregon 97205
Tel : 503/595 -2 227
Website : www.pinocchiobarandrestaurant.com
Nelia Serapion started her culinary career as a youn g girl,
growing up on a farm on Oahu, tending the crops and selling
produce at the family's market. She attended Culinary School
of the Pacific and went on to graduate from Western Culinary
Institute here in Portland . After graduating, she worked
closely with Chef Philippe Boulot at The Heathman , achieving
the position of sous chef within the year. Four years later,
she was promoted to banquet chef, where she served for
two more years. She is an eclectic chef with interest s across
a broad range of cultures . She adds to her culinary talents
with orga ni c produce gardening, floral arranging, and natural
handicra fts, many of which grace the restaurant. Sh e is
generous with her skills and is a tireless supporter of loca l
charities such as Morrison Child and Family Services, Meals
on Wheels/Share our Strength, and Oregon Food Bank.

JASON STOLLER SMITH
The Dundee Bistro
100-A SW Seventh Street
Dundee, Oregon 97115
Tel: 503/554-1650, Fax: 50 3/ 554-8068
www.dundeebistro.com
Jason Stoller Smith, owner and chef of the Dundee Bistro
began his restaurant career at age 16. As executive so us '
chef at Oregon's historic Timberline Lodge, Ja son gain ed
experience as special event and catering chef and culinary
arts instructor, and showcased Northwest cuisine
as far as Bangkok. With his move to Dundee in 2002, he
infused the wine country with inspired menus, dedication to
regional products, and energy to implement his insightful
plans. In 2004, he was invited to present the james Beard
Centennial Dinner in New York City. Jaso'n is frequently
invited as a guest chef at wine oriented events throughout
the Northwest and has participated in the food pro gram at
Pinot Nair New Zealand. He and his lovely wife Emily Stoller
Smith and son Oliver reside in Newberg.
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CHERYLWAKERHAUSER

ROGER SPRAGUE
Depoe Bay Chamber of Commerce
PO Box 21,70 NE Highway 101
Depoe Bay, Oregon 97341
Tel : 877/ 485-8348
www.depoe baychamber.org

Pix Potisserie
3402 SE Division Street
Portland, Oregon 97202
Tel : 503 / 232 -4407
www.pixpatisserie.com

The Northwest Salmon Bake is a Saturday night tradition at the
IPNC. For years, representatives from the Depoe Bay Chamber
of Commerce have worked their culinary magic, cooking fresh
wild salmon around the 60 by 15 foot fire pit, fueled with four
cords of fir and alder. Roger and Linda Sprague, Bill Spores
and Bonnie Osborne, Roger and Pat Robertson , Ph il and
Re nee Taunton, Bill Ellsworth and a cast of volunteers have
all withstood the heat of the fire each year to provide this
succulent treat for our guests for the last twenty years.

After a short-lived career studying to be an astronaut,
Cheryl Wakerhauser trained at the patisserie of MOF
Philippe Urraca in Southern France. In 2001 she moved to
Portland and set up shop at the Portland Farmers Market.
The next year, the first Pix Potisserie opened its doors
supplying Portlanders with classic and inventive French
desserts, croquembouche, chocolates, and ice cream. In
2005 the New York Times said, "Wakerhauser's macaroons
trounce Per Se' s," the famed New York restau ran t owned by
Thomas Kelle r. Vis it one of the two funky and chic locations
to samp le these little jewels paired with an array of dessert
wines, Be lgian beers, and fine spirits.

ADAM STEVENSON
Ea rth & Ocean
1112 Fourth Avenue
Seatt le, Washin gton
Tel : 206/ 264-6060
Website : www.earthocean .net
Th e flavors an d ingred ients of the Southwest were part of
Ada m Stevenson's ea rly cul inary expe riences from his native
Albu querque, New Mexico, but it was really the meals prepared
at home that influen ced him most. Adam's mothe r and
grandmother had st rong ties to th eir Ukrainian and Yugoslavia n
com munities, especia lly when it came to the peasant-style
dishes they pre pared. Havin g worked at both Tulio resta ura nt in
Seattle and the Cliff House in Tacoma, Washington, Adam's fo od
at Earth & Ocean harkens back to food techniques of days past
but also re flects the restaurant's modern American sensibility;
incorporating an exte nsive, house-made charcute rie program
of wh ich Adam is self-taught. Adam has been at Earth & Ocean
since 2001 and was promoted to Executive Chef in 2006.

LEATHER STORRS
Rocket
1111 East Burnside Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel: 503/236-1110

CATHYWHIMS
Nostrana

1401 SE Morrison
Portland, Oregon 97214
Tel : 503/ 234-2427
Website: www. nostrana.com
Cathy Whims, former executive chef at Genoa Restaurant
in Portland, Oregon has been serving classic Italian fare to
Portland diners for years. In the course of her professional
caree r, Cathy has studied with Madeleine Kamman at the
highly respected Schaal far American Chefs, with Marcella
and Victo r Hazan at their home in Venice and with Giancinto
Albarello in his own kitchen at the Antica Torre Trattoria in
Barbaresco. Nostrana, a rustic Italian restau rant, opene d'
its doors with Whims as co-executive chef and received the
Oregonian's " Restaurant of the Year" in 2006. Nostrana is
a relaxed restaurant specializing in the regional cuis ines
of Italy using ingredients provide d by many of th e be st
farmers , che ese makers, and meat producers in t he
Northwest. Nostrana has also been mentioned in many
local and nati onal magazines including Sunset, Details,
Food and Wine, Northwest Palate, Gourmet, t he New York
Times Travel magazine, Alaska Airlines Magazine, and
Italian Cooking and Living.

Leather Storrs is a Portland native. He credits his father, John
Storrs, for introducing him to fine cookin g. Working in the
dining room an d t he kitchen at The Heathman Hotel under
chef Greg Higgins, he was exposed to Higgins' commitment
to local foods and his obvious professional joy, which
awa kened Storrs to the possibility of a culinary career.
After graduat ing wi th a degree in English, he enrolled in the
Culinary Institute ofAmerica and graduat ed w ith honors in
1996. Formative cookin g experiences at Chez Panisse and the
French Laundry punctuated hi s education . Storrs spen t two
years in Austin, Texas as a coo k, caterer, cooki ng teacher,
and critic for the Austin American Statesman. In 1998, Storrs
and his wi fe Cou rt ney returned to Portland to open dinner
at the Bijou Cafe. It flo pped and Storrs retreated to food
writing and hard labor as an assista nt at Brick House Wine
Company in Newberg. His wi fe Courtney dragged him bac k
to th e stove in 2001 at her and part ner Kimberly Bernos ky's
wine bar Noble Rot. In 2007, Storrs opened Rocket wit h
pa rtner Mukun d Devan, a former sous chef at Noble Rot.
Th e resta urant is housed in a LEED plat inum building and
features an expa nsive roof-top garden, featu ring produce
grown on site. The restaurant is mostly win dows, with
generous booths an d boasting the best view of the city.

Chef Jason Wilson, named one of the "10 Best New Chefs "
in 2006 by Food and Wine magazine, is the own er and
execut ive chef of t he critically acclaimed Crush Restaurant
in Seattle, A 1995 graduate of the esteemed California
Culinary Academy in San Francisco, Jason's passion
for culi na ry knowledge and experience brought him to
some of the most influential kitchens and patisseries in
~alifornia , Singapore, and France before eve ntu ally settling
In Seattle. He opened Crush in 2005 with business and
real life part ner, Nicole Wilson, as part of a lifelong dream .
Contemporary American with a European infl uence is
how Jason describes his style of cookin g. Crush received
recognition from Seattle M agazine as one of "Seattle's 10
Very Best Restaurants" in 2006.
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JASON WILSON
Crush Restaurant
2319 East Mad ison Street
Seattle, Washington 9811 2
Tel: 206/302-7874
www.chefjasonwilson.com

JACKYOSS

WINE SERVICE

ten 01

1001 NW Couch Street
Portland, Oregon 97209
Tel: 503/226-3463
Website: www.ten-01.com
jack Voss joined ten 01 as executive chef in May of 2007· In
the first year of his tenure he transformed the ten 01 menu
and is currently recognized as one of Portland's leading
chefs . He describes his menu, composed of local artisan
ingredients, as "farm-to-table seasonal American cuisine."
Prior to joining ten 01, Voss was executive chef at the
W Hotel in Los Angeles, California and chef de cuisine at
Wolfgang Puck's Postrio Restaurant in San Francisco. In
2004 , Chef jacques Pepin nominated Voss for Food and
Wine's "Best New Chefs in America". He cooked in Italy for
the 2007 International Bartender's Competition and was
honored with two invitations to the James Beard Hause;
once in 2006, and again in january of 2008 while at ten 01.
His role models include Chef jacque s Pepin, Mitchell and
Stephen Rosenthal, and Wolfga ng Puck, whose unique
style, dedication to each guest, and open-kitchen concept
still resonate with Voss today.

A selection of wines will be brought to your table by the
maitres d' h6tel during the meals. While there is always
plenty of wine, there are usually no more than 12 bottles of
any single wine . Those wines which are small in quantity
and high in demand will be circulated among the tables
by the man res d'h6tel, so as many people as possible will
have the chance to taste each wine. Our man res d'h6tel are
distinguished sommeliers and wine directors who donate
their time to ensure our guests' fine service. Please feel free
to ask them about the wines. Our thanks to them for their
outstanding efforts on behalf of this event.

MAiTRES d'HOTEL
Dennis Kelly

Megan An krum
Craft [os Angeles

The French Laundry

Los Angeles, California

Yountville, California
Erica Landon

Vanessa Bazzani

ten

Pinocchio Bar & Restaurant

Tom Bean

Jeff Lindsay-Thorsen

Carafe Bistro

Cascadia Restaurant

Seattle, Washington

Portland, Oregon

IPNC CHEFS' SUPPORT TEAM
Adam Bernstein, Eugene, Oregon
Laurie Chang, Albany, Oregon
Chris Chennel, McMinnville, Oregon
Ray Duffield, Tigard, Oregon
Adrienne Ewanchyna, CorvalliS, Oregon
Helen Fenske, Salem, Oregon

Jamie MacBain

Matt Berson
Portland, Oregon

Park Kitchen

Portland, Orego n
Jim Biddle

Paul Markgraf

Lucier

Portland, Oregon

Wine Down

Portland, Oregon
Ken Collura
Megan Moffatt

Andina Restaurant

Portland, Oregon

Cafe Soriah

Eugene, Oregon
Jackie Cooke

Jeff Moore

Garage Wine Mechanics

McKay Fenske, Portland, Oregon

Calgary, Alberta

Vern Fenske, Salem, Oregon

Reagan Corbett

Kevin Finch, Spokane, Washington

01

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Wildwood

Portland, Oregon
Chris Murphy

Red StarTavern & Roast House

Eddie Martini's

Portland, Oregon

Wauwatosa, Wisconsin

Katie Hardy, Albany, Oregon
Kinn Edwards

Mary Hatz, Hillsboro, Oregon

Aqua Restaurant

Charity Haworth, Brownsville, Oregon

Corvallis, Oregon

Rodrigo Huerta, Hillsboro, Oregon

Jessica Endsworth

Tysan Pierce

Wilt's

The Herbfarm

john jarschke, Albany, Oregon
Carol Komlos, Salt Lake City, Utah
Adria Lagasse, McMinnville, Oregon
Eric Lundeen, McMinnville, Oregon
jessica McMllen, Eugene, Oregon
Richard Nelson, McMinnville, Oregon
Kaaren Nelson-Munson, Eugene, Oregon
Pamela Nelson-Munson, Eugene, Oregon
Kerry Newberry, Portland, Oregon
AI Ono, Portland, Oregon
Molly Schaefer Priest, Portland, Oregon
joan Schindelar, McMinnville, Oregon
john Schindelar, McMinnvil.le, Oregon
Gary Snyder, Lebanon, Oregon

Ken Pahlow
Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Woodinville , Washington

jeff Groh

Gaironn Poole
Bluehour

The Heathman Restaurant & Bar

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Kiyallah Heatherstone

Savanna Ray
Lucier

Bel Ami Restaurant & Lounge .

Eugene, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Nicholas Helfrich

Michael Stiller
Tina's

Jardiniere

Dundee, Oregon

San Francisco, California
Bryan Hill

Kristen Young

Brasa Restaurant

Waterfront Seafood Grill, Pier 70

Seattle, Washington

Seattle, Washington

Jack Hott

Josh Wiesenfeld

Castagna Resturant

Portland, Oregon

Davey Wendt, Eugene, Oregon
Melissa Williams, Eugene, Oregon
Ruby Willis, Salem, Oregon
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Paley's Place

Portland, Oregon

THANK

You

BEST WISHES FOR

The International Pi not Noir Ce lebration is a non·profit corporation
that rece ives no fin ancial support from any other organization,
co rporate or private. The event is made possible by the
contributions of a great many people who donate the ir tim e, their
expertise, the ir services, and their products . We especia lly wish to
thank the fo llowing:
Our deepest thanks go to Dr. Thomas Hellie, President of Linfie ld
College and the staffs of the Auxiliary Services and Physical Plant
Departments, especi ally Brad Sinn and Spencer Ellis, in providing
the ir facil ities, assistance, and overwhelm in g support.
Martine Saunier of Martine's Wines, for her help and patience in
importing our international wines.
Trappist Abbey Wine Warehouse, especia lly lana Kelly, for
receiving an d storing all the win e for the IPNC, past and present.
Nestle Waters of North America for their generous donation of San
Pellegrino for IPNC meals.
Wayne Van loon, Rob Kowal, David Autrey, and the wine room
team, for orchestrating the delivery of every wine to each event.
Supply Hut Super Heroes Patty Crowley, Steve Crowley, Brian
Eckfeldt and Linda levy. An amazing, hard working group who
toil behind the scenes keeping track of everything and keeping
everything on track.
Marie Franklin and Portland Roasting Company fo r the excellent
coffee and espresso enjoyed through out the Cele bration wee kend.
Their participation and generous donation are key to the weekend's
success! We are so appreciative of the ir continued support.
Mark Hosack, IPNC Kitchen Manager AND Guest Che f, who wears
both hats adm irably, while providing cal m in the midst of the storm .
Oregon Culinary Institute student vol unteers for donating their
time and talents.
Chief of liquid logistics and oh so many other details (Bev)Rage
Crowley.
Kirk Hofstetter and Spring Valley Dairy for their generous donation
of a refrigerated trailer.
TAZO Tea , for their refreshing bottled teas and deliciou s black,
green, and herbal hot teas.
Earth20 for partnering with IPNC to provide fresh Oregon spring
water th roughout the weekend.
Karri Norton, Jamie Peha, Lisa Perez, and Monika Seryukova, a
talented team of cool heads, hard workers, and good fun .
Golden Valley and Heater·AlIen Breweries, for providin g be er for
the Salmon Bake.
Elk Cove Vineyards and Westrey Wine Co., for the loan of their
bio·diesel "Gators."
The staff of Sodexho and Campus Dining Services at Linfield
College, for their phenomenal support of IPNC each year.
A special thanks to the dedicated Sodexho dish room team who
work long, steamy hours to provide us with crystal clear stemware
and so many other supplies.
Gator Gang...you rock!
The hard working Linfield College students who support IPNC all
weekend long.
The Stemware logistics Team, for al.l their hard work ensuring that
glassware is readily available at each and every event.
David Autrey for all his patience and support over the past ten
years. You really held the room together.
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AMY WESSELMAN!
After ten dedicated years as IPNC Executive Director, Amy
Wesselman is leaving to work full time with her husband
and children on their family vineyard and win.ery. We have
watched in awe and appreciation as Amy has guided and
shaped the IPNC during her tenure. We are sad to see her
go, but we are equally thrilled for this new stage in her life.
A few words for Amy, on her retirement from the I PNC. ..
It is

clear that the event has gone from strength to strength and
this must be in large measure due to Amy's direction and influence.
IPNC has been fortunate, or perhaps iudicious, in the quality of
its Executive Directors and is to be congratulated heartily fo rits
excellence over the years. I wish Amy well in her new ventures.
·Remington Norman, author of "The Great Domaines of Burgundy"

Pinot Nair is Red and some eyes after the Salmon Bake are too,
Amy's 10 yrs at the helm were the bomb and here' 5 to her ends of
July not being azoo!
·Alex Sokol·Blosser, Sokol Blosser Winery, 2007 IPNC Pre sident
DearAmy,
Thanks a lot for having offered me a chance to participate in my first
IPNC in 2004, which impressed me so much that now I am addicted!
Thank you for your patience and for being so helpful and so kind to
us. Finally, thank you so much for having organized so perfectly this
fantastic event, which is more now than an international celebration
of Pinot Nair. It has become, thanks to your efforts, a celebration of
wine, fo od, friendship, and good life! We will always rememberaU
you have done for us. Good luck with your new proiect. We are sure
it will be as successful as you have made the IPNC!!
·Alexandrine Roy, Domaine Marc Roy
Dear Ames, your fame's a given.
For ten years, nay, close to eleven,
You' ve fille d the requests
Of thousands of guests,
(Some who deserved to be riven)
In manner gracious, but driven,
Frazzled chefs and board members forgiven,
You found clean glasses,
.... and dealt with the masses
.... and recognized vogues
.... and outwitted rogues
.... and touted the wines
.... and burned up the lines
.... and finessed the meetings
.... and still smiled in greetings
.... and managed the press
.... and passed all the tests
With ne' er lapse nor lack to be shriven.
So, Amy, our cheers,
for all of these years
You kept IPNC fun and un·striven.
You stayed on your pins· 
and you did it with TWINS! ..
Congrats! Now get out and start livin'!!
·Love and Many Thanks, Diana & David Lett, Eyrie Vineyards
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THE IPNC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Matt Giraud, Grapheon Design
Walt Gowell, Haugeberg, Rueter, Stone, Gowell
Erica Landon, ten 01
Anna Matzinger, Archery Summit
David Millman, Domaine Drouhin Oregon
Laurent Montalieu, So/ena Cellars
Sheila Nicholas, Anam Cara Cellars &

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF
WINE PRODUCERS
Addamo Estate Vineyards .................................. ..... .......... 23
Adelsheim Vin eyard ............................ .... .......................... 30
Amalie Robert Estate ................... ..................... .. ...............30

Public Relations Consultant

David Paige, Adelsheim Vineyard
Tysan Pierce, The Herbfarm
Tony Rynders, Domaine Serene
Jason Stoller Smith, The Dundee Bistro
Alex Sokol Blosser, Sokol Blosser Winery
Bill Stoller, Stoller Vineyards

Andrew Rich Wines ..... .. ........ ................... ..........................31
Domaine d'Ardhuy .... ...... ........................ ................... ........ 15
Domaine Charles Audoin ................. .. ...... .............. .... .. ...... 15
Au Bon Climat .............................. .. .. ...... .. .......................... 23
Bay of Fires .......................................... .. ... .........................13

THE IPNC STAFF

Belle Vallee Cellars .... ........................................... ............. 31

Whitney GaiJger, Executive Director
Amy Wesselman, Consulting Director
Anne Nisbet, Culinary Coordinator
Katie Kamilos, Assistant Director
Katie Ray, Event Assistant
Katie Dolph, Event Intern

Bethel Heights ...... ... ...... ... .......... .... ........ ... ..... .................. 32
Bindi Wine s...... ... ............ .. ..... ...... ......................................12
Blue Mountain Vineyard & Cellars ................. ........ ........ .... 14
Boedecker Cellars ..................................... ........................32
Broadley Vineyards .......................... ..... ... ...... ................... 33
Brooks Wines ..... .......................... .. ........... .. ... ................... 33

THE IPNC's COMMITMENT
TO SUSTAINABILITY
OUR

2008

PROGRESS REPORT

Buena Vista Carneros ........................................................ 24
Cardwell Hill Cellars .............................. ...................... :..... 34
Maison Champy ... ................ ........ ....... ...............................16
Domaine du Chateau de Chorey .. ....... ...... ... .... .............. ....16

Use post·consumer
recycled paper whenever
possible
Provide local springwater
in reusable glass
containers
Adopt cork composting
Use bio·diesel in buses
and campus vehicles
Donate unused food
goods to charity
Provide guests with
compostable water &
coffee cups
Sell only organic logo·
apparel in IPNC gift shop
Utilize local, organic
and/or sustainable
ingredients and
products wh enever
possible
Rent reusable items in
lieu of purchasing

All cam pus events are
within walking distance
Compost food waste
Replace printed
materials with email and
website updates
Provide shuttle service
to local accommodations
Recycle wh enever
possible
Linfield President
Thomas Hellie signed the
American College and
University Presidents
Climate Commitment,

pledging to neutralize
green house gasses and
support research on
re·stabilizing the earth's
climate
Purchase carbon offsets
for all foreign winemaker
travel

Interested in learning how you can offset your own travel?
Visit www.carbonfund.org

Chehalem .. ........................................... ............................. 34
Domaine Chevalier Pere et Fils .......................................... 17
Cobb Family Wines .................. ................ ...... .................... 24
Coelho Winery of Amity ...... ............................................... 35
Domaine Drouhin Oregon .... .. .. .... .. .......................... .......... 35
Domaine Serene ............................. ...... ........................ ..... 38
Elk Cove Vineyards ............................ .... ............................ 38
Etude ....................................... ............. .. .. ..... ... ................. 25
Felton Road .......................................... ..... ..... ................... 22
Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair ...... .................................. 17
Frogmore Creek Vineyards .... ......................... .. ..................13
Hirsch Winery ...................... ..................................... .... ..... 25
Domaine Huber·Verdereau ................. .. ........................ ... .. 18
Laetitia Vineyard & Winery ........... .. .................................. 26
Domaine Michel Lafarge .................................................... 18
Lemelson Vineyards .. ...... ...................................................39

While we are proud of these accomplishments, we view this
commitment as an ongoing opportunity to improve the IPNC.
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Littorai Wines ............................ .......... ........ ....... ... ...... ...... 26
Wiengut Fred Loimer ..........................................................14
Maysara Winery ..................................................... ........... 39
Domaine Jean Marc Millot ...... ............................................ 19
Domaine Albert Morot .......................... ............................. 19
Domaine Nudant ............................................................... 20
Philippe Pacalet .............. ........ ...... ............................. ... .... 20
Panther Creek Cellars ............................ ........ ................... -40
Patricia Green Cellars ............................ ............................ 40
Patton Valley Vineyard ....................................... ................41
Pegasus Bay .... ..... ........ ...... .... ......... .. ..... ...... ................. .... 22
Ponzi Vineyards ............................. .................. ............. ..... 41
R. Stuart & Co....................................................................42
Raptor Ridge Winery .........................................................42
ROAR Wines ........................... ........ ................................ ... 27
Robert Sinskey Vineyards .......... ....................................... 28
Domaine Marc Roy ........................................... .......... ........ 21
Scott Paul Wines ..................... ............. ...... .. .....................43
Siduri Wines ... ................. ............. .......... ..... ... ....... .... ........ 28
Sokol Blosser Winery ....................... ............ ..................... 43
Solena Cellars ........................ :.. ......... ... ............... ............. 44
Stoller ................... ........... .... ... ............ .. .. .. ............ ..... ..... . -44
Domaine Trapet .. .. ......... ... ........ ............... .... ..... ............... .. 21
Van Duzer Vineyards .........................................................45
Westrey Wine Co..................... ............... ....... .. ...... ........... -45
Whetstone Wine Cellars ...... .............................................. 29
Willamette Valley Vineyards ...................... .. ...... ................46
Witness Tree Vineyard ................................................... ... -46
Yamhill Valley Vineyards .......... ...................................... ... 47

The I.P.N.C. reserves the right to refuse admittance or
service to any individual prior to or during the event, and
to remove any person(s) from the event whose actions are
inappropriate, unauthorized, or unlawful.
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INTERNATIONAL PINOT NOIR CELEBRATION
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